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Notes
Editor's Notes
You now hold a tangible collection of truths from a multitude of winding paths.
I am a believer in truth and have come to make it a vocation of
sorts. I admire artists for revealing truth and like to think of Spectrum as a
conglomeration of truth. Here, we can see an entire spectrum of honest stories
within a small anthology of words and images. Truth takes vulnerability, and I
applaud each person willing to show it here.
Compiling art for Spectrum has been a unique opportunity because I

have the honor to show truth by publishing others' truth. The difficulty as an
editor is narrowing down which truths to include. Sometimes one piece was
chosen over another because of craft. Other times we were looking for pieces
that differed in subject matter. It pains me to admit that often, especially in the
final cuts, selections were made due to personal taste. The truth is, people are
beautiful creations who make beautiful creations. It was a privilege to review
each creation that was submitted. That being said, I would greatly encourage
people to polish up their work and resubmit anything that did not make it in
to this year's publication. Northwestern has some talented people with great
stories to tell. That's the honest truth.

-Sarah Odom, 2015 Editor
The beauty of words is their ability to connect people. Thoughtful musings,
unconventional opinions, and cautionary tales can all be passed from one
person to another, no matter how far apart they may be. Words are used to
prove knowledge, tell stories, and express emotions - forming connections
between people, as well as with God and with the world around us.
The writing in this book is beautiful. The words that follow venture
throughout the world, as authors speculate answers and offer them to fellow
wonderers. Each path joins another until we have a route that takes readers
into the shadows, across the meadow, atop a cliff, up a tree, and back down
again to twirl beside the road. Our journey has been exciting and moving and I
am grateful that we were able to work with such beautiful words.

-Amber McCoy, 2015 Assistant Editor
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FIRST PLACE

(fud<Je!fXetef:
Deborah Leon's "The Child of the Artist" is a unique blend of whimsy and tragedy.
With remarkable images and creative expression, Leon finds life in unusual places and
draws character from unexpected things. A moving examination of the relationship
between a creator and her art, "A Child Of The Artist" leaves the reader on a down-note
that resonates.

:Jrw CfUld; ~ :Jrw AJ.1iro
By Deborah

Leon, Humanities

I liked it when you came into my room
With your plastic face and lipstick
And told me it's alright.
I remember you emptied me into a palette
And ran all through me with brushes
And then you dripped me all over your canvas
Legs wide, arms out, hands up, eyes wide open
I ate the dust of spectators
They left their historic traces on my tongue
And I tasted the DNA of centuries.
Do you remember?
You made a nice little picture frame with gilt corners
And I stood on its border.
I was so happy that I showed my teeth
But no one could see me smiling
Because I had no head.
You had left it in your palette
Or in your pocket, like a brokerInsurance for the long road.
And then one night the frame broke and
I fell loudly into the galaxy
And swam with sharks and stars.
A head grew on my shoulders
But the sun burnt off all my hair
Left me soft and scorched and clean.
It was so loud,

7
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But I knew you were sleeping
So I hushed it up and tried to make it secret.
When you walked in
Ducked up in your nice new socks
You didn't see me at all
Or maybe I blinded you.
I sent you a card in the daily
Because I am too far to say I'm sorry.
This place is comfortable
And bright and loud,
But you can never hear it, thank God

8
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SECOND PLACE

~~X~:
"The Human Pace" by lyric Morris is evocative and compelling, with images as strong as
the sense of character. Lively, fresh, and focused, this piece uses detail so transportive
we can't help but reminisce.

:JfwUwnatt;'Pac,e;
By Lyric Morris,

Graphic

Design

Will you sew me shut?
Not with a sterile white straight stitch,
But with a tangle of interwoven

threads.

Jewel tones, please.
Mustard and plum and the deep scarlet of the fleeting

blood moon we

watched, coconut
steamers in hand.
Sewn not with parallel precision, but the hand of a dancer.
A jazz dancer.
The kind of patching done to mend Levi's in a 50s film,
Or repair the ink of a discarded lover's name on you r bicep into a sailboat
Or a wilting rose
Or some Asian characters

that

Pinterest

claims to mean "hope"

or

"forever"
Fill my cracks with Bubblicious
And my rips with a brightly painted silk scarf found in the one dollar bin
of my favorite thrift store on the square.
Clean me with the water from your puddle of giggles
And hang me out to dry with our spectrum of geometric

patterned

wool

socks.
Knot me shut with a tangle of downward facing dog and sun salutes.
Broken at the hand of humans, I've come full circle.
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THIRD PLACE

An exceptional

use of image, "Man Mountain"

by leigh

Carson is imaginative

and

engaging. With wonderfully strong diction and a command of cadence, Carson's work

resonates.

By Leigh Carson, Writing

and Rhetoric

The ground shook
and a man
rose up out of it.
From his shoulders
crumbled boulders
falling, Shattering, thudding
an array of rock
whose placement only made sense
to the crystal cut stars
above.
He stood erect,
limbs creaking like redwoods,
shaped by the refuge he sought.
On his head rested
a worn green fedora of heather
the rim of lichen hiding his eyes of roughhewn marble.
He had bramble hair
and a mustache of beaver bristles,
tree trunk arms perpetually folded
like twisted and tangled roots.
Out of a face full of sediment lines
a voice came like a foaming white waterfall
rushing down with words
swirling eloquence, enough to smooth the rough rock edges
of his clothing.
He spoke of the problem-ridden
world
like termites in an abandoned log,
and his hands,
touched by God to create
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something God-like
stretched out to re-image reality.
People smelled the smoke
and the moss
and the wing dust
of the smallest moth
to the largest bird of prey.
And his words
settled like fresh fallen snow
on upturned faces
and soil-sewn bones.
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Honorable mention. Sarah Odom's "The Burning of Dad's" is a haunting image of
conflict and childhood. Carried by bold images and relatable emotion, Odorn's voice
is strong and intricate, and the impacting final moment has much to say about the act
and nature of catharsis.

~

'BUlltlituJ' 11)ad:~
By Sarah Odom, Writing and Rhetoric & Vocal Performance

Ragingfire pours
from the windows
like red floodwaters plummeting
upward-an upside-down
waterfall of liquidy flames
fizzling into the placid
blueness of the sky.
I cry seeing
the once jade-shaded walls
Dad painted for us (when he was
getting better) to resemble
a celestial garden, now consumed
by flames,
like a swarm of hungry
locusts devouring
every last bit of
lifebut I snicker watching
those same walls, which
my tenant later painted over
with brown after I begged
her not to-brown like mud or
shitcrumble the way
she made me

12
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crumble.
I watch as
rampant flames burst
through the little diamond
window of the kitchen,
where I can barely make
out the peaceful
baby blue wallsthe heat getting nearer and nearer
as if reaching out a slithering
hand to push me back from
ever getting close again.
If you ask, I wi II
say that burning was
the only option.
It wasn't.
I chose to burn it.
I chose to scorch
black schizophrenic
demons inside,
the ones who told
Dad that he was a
demon tooturn the dark hardwood
floors, that welcomed
home dozens of empty
Budweiser cans, and the
drunken bodies that tossed
themselves on the ground
likewise, to dust.
scald the little pricks
that stole green from Dad's wallet
when he could hardly survive
on his own. The same pricks
who stole kisses from

13
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children when
no one was looking.
But I didn't want to
burn the little girl inside,
dressed in white, who played
innocently with her dollies
upstairs with her little sister.
The same little girl who watched
her daddy dance in multi-colored
sweaters to rock n' roll blaring
through the record player.
I didn't want to
burn the memories of
Christmas, eating warm cheese,
stale crackers, and tacos off Grandma
Marilyn's china;
setting ablaze, also, Dad's bright
laugh when he told
dull jokes.
I didn't want to burn Dad.
I wanted to burn Dad's.
But the flames
transfigure all colors
to black bits of ash that
travel in wide, wobbling loops
through the cerulean sky like
charcoal butterflies.
Fragile falling.
Flying free.
All that remains of Dad
makes its home in my memory;
still burning.
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By Lyric Morris, Graphic Design
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By Brody Van Roekel, History
Misfit
Misfitted
Missed Fit
When I think about who I am,
I see a circle peg
and all others are triangle,
square, rectangle holes.
See you can try to fit a circle
in a triangle hole, but
when it comes right down to it,
it is misfit.
I am misfit.
Living a life in contradiction.
Always in predicaments,
always wondering where should I go?
What should I do?
Why can't I find any circle holes?
I mean, I get along
with triangles just fine,
but in my mind,
when I rewind,
I am still
Misfit.
Missed fit
Misfitted
This guy who listens to
all the music.
Everything you can think of.
Country, rock, metal, hip-hop.
Just to quiet the world
when the conversations
take away all concentration.
Noise, noise, noise!
Constant noise ...
Pop the headphones in
and quiet the noise
with music.
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---"But those genres and types
when I look at my life,
represent contradiction.
Because in that music I
find myself in
Silence ...silence?
I need music to find silence.
This oxymoron that I was
born on
showS who I am
or at least who I see myself to be.
This bearded, tattooed thuggish-Iookin guy,
who makes funny faces so babies might smile.
He feels like a little kid,
scared and unsure.
And an old man who has experienced
a lifetime of struggles in 21
short, years.
Misfit
Misfitted
Missed Fit
But here's the real question.
Do I need to fit in?
In a world that tells me
that heavy metal screamo isn't for me,
when I can see,
it's just right.
Because I can like flowers and sunsets
and head-banging music cassettes.
Every left and right of mine
are completely fine.
How those contradictions of mine
are who I am
and how I need to embrace
that misfit.
That missed fit.
Those misfitted ways
are more than okay.
Because even though I can't
find many circles in this world,
this wild card life
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of joy and strife
All the forwards
Every difference
allows me to fit
Misfits.
Who else would

18

and backwards
and discrepancy
in with
I want to fit in with?
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By Victoria

Horn, Writing

and Rhetoric

& Literature

Three knocks echo
the pounding in my ribcage;
three words beat
against my hungry eardrums:
"Come join me:' she yells through the woods,
our question and answer reverberatingmy voice cracking like dead bark,
breath abandoning my body
as I clutch my touchstone,
stuttering,
Keep me safe
Rain smudges the ground
in autumn colors beneath our soles
and my gaze slips
on her reflection in a puddleher muddy eyes repeating
the dark vitality of earth,
pearls gleaming inside rose-red lips,
petals unfurling messages
of friendsh ip
The trees undress as we tear
the layers offear separating us,
her eyes promising to plant me
in her heart's soilso I dig through the past,
but slowly, to bare
the touchstone in my chest
Time running through our fingertips,
relentless as the dark hunting the sun
The trees lurk in their grim nudity
as I follow the glint of her teeth, bounding
through their grabbing limbs
I want you to meet my friends,
she grins
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darklyand disappears
I am surrounded
by wolves
in human skin
Crouched in snarling circle,
their bristling shadows froth
with longing, hungering
toward the heat
of my hammering pulse
Their leader uncurls,
her wilted lips baring
ominous yellow teeth,
her black eyes mirroring
the hole in her chest
where seeds wither
away from sunlight
She watches me shrink
from her looming packI stumble for safe words
but they bark and laugh
and lunge
for the pounding touchstone
caged within my bones
Thei r jaws smear
my blood in the snow
and she covers their tracks,
leaving me as a warning
for others
I clutch at my open chest,
blood-slick with twisted love
Eyes shut tight, grasping
my mangled touchstone,
screaming to the trees
Why do her dark eyes bu rn
while mine flood the banks

20
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my cheeks?
Why do her teeth cut ties
while mine sew strings
of vulnerability?
Why do her lips bleed hatred
while mine bloom
with offerings?
Why does she fear my embrace,
like ribs around a heart?

What beasts ravaged
the meat inside her ribcage?
The trees linger, looking
as I shiver in the snow
Warm breath whispers on my cheekI open my eyes to find
an angel, palm outstretched,
porcelain fingers reaching
for the hand that covers
the gaping hole in my chest
My blood stains her life line,
red pooling in the cracks
as a gruesome offering
She reaches gory fingers
into her pocket and presses
something missing into me,
so I beat stronger,
my scarred chest pounding
a forgotten rhythm
when she touches me,
a proud throb
as something
swells beneath
the shiny, pink skin-

love
Let the wolves come
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By Deborah Leon, Humanities
Drop me gently
Between the wings
Of the feathered crevasse
So I may find the feeling
Offalling blindly
Without fear
Of harm

22
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By Clarissa Oehler, Spanish
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By Sarah Odom, Writing and Rhetoric & Vocal Performa
I am like a puddle in a city park, avoided
by stuck-u p sticklers who
fear getting a little bit wet.
When the rain comes
the same drops that dampen
their spirits
raise me up
out of myselfa freeing, yet terrifying
waltzwhere I lose
pieces
to gain them back
with more.
When the sky darkensdrizzle turning to downpourpeople rush for shelter, but
there is no shelter for me:
I am the rain they run from
and I embrace me
While nitpickers run inside,
I am a playground for the
kinder-hearted to splishsplosh in soppy splashes
muddying, mucky feet.
But sometimes I am smaller, quieter:
a birdbath for flitter-fluttered
flapping featherscleansing in all that I am.
I am a reflection of the world.

24
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of what has fallen

and what will rise again.

nee
I am still,
constant,
moving
always changing
always.
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By Jessica Ausborn, Ancient History
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I retreated, a yellow weed full of confused thoughts;
the attempt to cover my petals with a mask of green paint had failed.
The new color shone "sick" rather than "secure."
An empty stage seemed more inviting than an office full of vibrant grass.
The quiet girl with auburn hair followed.
Like a child, she stooped to examine my dandelion,
overlooked and undervalued.
Hair slipping from a loose side braid and
concern tugging at the corners of her mouth,
her eyes searched for a crack in my green disguise.
Her thin arm reached out.
I'm not like the rest of the rest of the beautiful

grass in there.

Maybe she'll understand.
I look up and let a flash
of yellow escape.
Silent, she smiles,
and I catch a glimpse of her petals.
Yellow.
So I let her cool fingers gently pick my flower.
With kind words and careful caresses,
She radiated warmth to my thirsty soul,
affirming the beauty of my true color.
Slowly, over time, my paint splintered,
but I didn't reapply the mask.
She had shown me there was beauty in being a "weed."
Because the grass was only vibrant green
when the dandelions chose to be yellow.
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By Trevor Delamater,
Business Administration
I am a Gypsy-Road,whirling
from one door to
the next in a non-Euclidean
dance through sooted
sky, incarnating colors in each aurora
step, hand-in-hand with
your nomad
soul. A house cradles
the body, but the mind hatches
into a far-roaming
albatross. All spiritdwellings roost under an all-seeing
sky, while journeys circle
like Celtic knots-arriving
to the end
of endings: memories packed
like feathers to lift you
over the earth, and
under the night, and down
new paths
each day.
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By Lyric Morris, Graphic Design
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By Victoria Horn, Writing and Rhetoric & Literature
My heart is like a gibbous moon
curved in paradox, open, yet veiled
forever grasping for its shrouded half
and suspended in circling cages
of glinting needles
threatening to prickmy reaching arms pump
with silvery love
The looming stars blink
their judgment from all-knowing eyes
and, in their midst, this moon contracts
and bleeds its longing
onto yellow-dotted roads
whose veins accept
the transfusion
of kindred bloodtheir lamp-lit aisles
propelling my heart
towards its hidden half
Filling her ghostly veins
with bleeding moonbeams of love
that ache across the miles,
my heart waxes
with full revelation,
feeling its other half
not vanished but
veiled
in darknessdistance
drink up
I drink up all our sweetness
in a midnight cup of tea
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that old mug,
the cracked one you made
b fore yOUcracked me,
eeone I save for times like this,
th
.
f
hen I'm achmg or some contact

w

..

and settle for a ceramic rim
I wrap myself
in an empty-armed

self-hug

while the kettle screams
shrill protests in my face
and I wish I had the energy
to do the same,
to open my muted mouth,
force my soul's steam
through a hollow esophagus,
and scream back at myself
Let go
I pour the scalding water
over a black leaf tea bag
of bitter memories
and watch the heat
inside my cup
swirl around new colors
and extract forgotten tastes
and draw out kinder flavors
from my black thoughts
I throwaway the teabag
and all that it contains
I forget the milk and honeyour past selves are sweet enough
I drink up our old feelings
and relive your lovely syllables
I fill the cracks inside me
with this magic liquid mortar
I remember what forgiveness is
and then rinse out my cup
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By Trevor Delamater,
Business Administration
We lost those names when
we put adrift. Bobbing
syllables rode the waves towards
the thinning
horizon-cast
off flotsam from our rummage
sale memories-this boat thrumming
on like it did then, when
us and them both breathed in
one here, enjoying
one essence, one presence, but
all we've got now is fading
faces in our
minds that haven't
got names
to go with them.
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"Alone"
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- Kaleyanisa Davila
"Wonderland and Its Secrets"

- Abbie Amiotte
"Broken Faith"

- Allison Mulder
"In Memory Of"
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FIRST PLACE

~~X.:
"Alone" by Kaela Prachar is a story of substance and depth with an ending that leaves
the reader as unsettled as the character. The snapshot structure gives tight focus to a
broader story and allows the reader to see a fully developed character arc in only a few
pages. Through sharp prose, layered imagery and an engaging voice, Prachar brings a
man's struggle with himself to life.

By Kaela Prachar, Social Work
The slick pavement reflects the hazy yellow light hanging above the old
bar sign. I take a final drag before flicking the bummed cigarette into a
gray puddle just past the curb. I run my fingers through my unwashed
hair. Straighten my gray leather jacket and wrinkled v-neck shirt. God,I
think, catching a whiff of myself, I could've at least stopped long enough
to spray some cologne. Whatever. I glanced around the scene, barred
windows and dandelions growing through cracks in the worn graffiti.
spattered pavement, a grimy mosaic ofgum, gum that had been chewed
up and spit out, just like all the people in this town. Not me. I'm just a
passerby, a guy who took a wrong turn, and ended up temporarily stuck
in this Chicago dump of a town. Fucking economic downturn, give it a
few months, a few good gigs, I'd be back on my way.
The sign grates as it rocks slightly on rusted metal rings in the
soggy fall wind. The specific creak of the chipped paint door becoming
all too familiar to my ears. It's empty in here, maybe it's the rain, or
maybe it's because it's a Tuesday night, or perhaps the bar has been this
empty since I stumbled upon it exactly three weeks ago. Three Tuesdays
ago, to be exact.
Nine steps: nine steps to pass a couple unwashed booths with
tacky red upholstery, nine steps, and I'm at my usual seat. A glance over
my shoulder confirms that the usual brigade is shooting yellowing pool
balls across the deep blue felt, long splotched by the grease of cheese
balls and spilled Coors Light. I flick open the cheap lighter I bummed
off a drunk guy here a couple nights ago, light another cigarette, just as
Mike pushed a whiskey and coke across the bar to me. I take the drink,
blowing smoke through my nose, I begin counting the nights. Twenty
one nights ago I sat in this same seat, frustrated that Mike couldn't get

34
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....-::an Old Fashioned, and I was forced to settle for cheap whiskey and
~~ntain coke. But tonight, tonight it seems to suit me. And besides, I
o uldn't have afforded to drink that many Old Fashions anyway. I gulp a
~outhfUI, swish it slowly, and let it slide down my throat as Mike gives
his usual, "You know you can't smoke in here, man." I take another drag
nd nod my head. Those six words are our only exchange. Aside from the
apare change I let litter the bar.
s
She sits three stools down; same place four or five out of the
even nights each week. She laughs at me when I hum along to the music.
~ven worse, she laughs at jokes I make when I talk on my cell phone,
or pretend to anyway. It's easier to sit in this dumpy bar, when it at
least seems like I've got people, and business to discuss with them. She
wears too much make-up. Makes her face looks gooey. Her fingers are
long and yellow, nails always chewed, crusted with chipping red polish.
she smells like those God-awful perfumes that always seem to fall off
the shelves and bust at the dollar store. Dust and old potpourri. She's
nursing a gin and tonic again tonight. Disgraceful. Normally I'm careful.
Not acknowledging she even sits there. But tonight there's no one to
call. She has been cautiously glancing this way for too many nights. I
throw back the last sip of my drink and motion for another. Maybe it's
because it's rainy outside, or that it's a Tuesday, or maybe it's because
I'vegot needs. Withholding a shudder I look up at her and smile, sending
her a slight wink, giving her just enough confidence to edge towards me.

I grit my teeth as I squint to find my lighter and left shoe. I pick the edge
of the mattress up off the carpeted floor. A dim shine, my missing lighter.
Half my problems solved. The booze in my brain makes everything seem
thick. Like silty water. And I can't find my damn shoe.eif the pavement
wasn't wet, and I wasn't worried about broken glass, I'd probably leave
without it.
Sloppy, I think, this was sloppy. No shoe: that's fine. A wet, cutup foot's preferable to making eye contact with her smudgy orange face.
Oh wait, there it is.
Shit,
Too Late.
Her chipped red fingernails pinching the heel of my shoe.
I grab the shoe from her long, bony fingers. Turn my back.
Stumble towards the door. Her gravelly voice fills my blurry silence,
"Don't go," she whispers in a crackling voice. "We all need
somebody's company sometimes."
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---Without thinking,T
is silent. Like we'reholding
across the tracks nearby.

spit, "Not yours, you-hag." Silence. The roGni'
our breath.

I can hear the train ricketin(

She snarls in a strange, feral voice. "You'll be sorry, you prick.'
I look right into her bloodshot red eyes, and chuckle. No. That's an
understatement.
I roar.
"Sorry, huh?" I cough out, still laughing.
She growls something I can't hear as I push open the door
with no dead bolt. I fumble down two flights of stairs, peeling red vinYl
underfoot. My heels thud noisily, cockily, clumsily. As my laughter and
blurry vision escort me to the landing. The cold, wet air hits me hard
Like a wall. My head aches and I think, Oh dear God, I don't even know
where I am.
Where in Hell am I?

I can hear the train, the loud whistle sounding twice. I can hear it rattle
across the tracks. The smell of piss. What a bad night. I open my eyes
I have no idea where I am. I've never been here. Why do I reek of piss?
Where are my shoes? I look down at the dirty, sopping clothes. Did I get
robbed? Where's my jacket? I sit up and push the balled-up newspaper
away from me. Seeing the gnarled fingers protruding from the end of
my frayed sleeves, I move them, the old-man fingers twitched. I push
myself off the bench and run towards the street. Cars are still hustling
and honking, though the deep color of the sky and lack of constant foot
traffic tells me it's night. I rub my eyes hoping to wake up, but when
I drop myoid-man
hands to my sides, the scene remains. And add to
this the itchiness on my face. I reach for my lips and feel facial hair, an
unkempt beard.
I've never been able to grow a mustache, I think, hissing, "What
the fuck!" And I cough at my own voice.
A single glance in the window of a speeding taxi cab reveals the
face of an old man, dirty, weathered. I whimper. A New York Taxi Cab.
Another. Two, three, half a dozen. White and yellow. The bar I'd been
frequenting was in Chicago. I've never been further east than Cleveland.
Two hours later. I'm crying, I haven't cried since I was twelve. I
cry. Mostly because my hands are cold. His name is Jack. He let me follow
him here. It's like all the movies. We're standing in front of a metal trash
can, a fire inside. We're warm, all six of us. One guy asks me my story. I
don't speak. Maybe because I don't know. Maybe because I am not ready
to believe. The more words they say, the more I know them, the more my
~~on

dims. Everything wobbly, including

my knees. I can't hear them:±:
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mouths are still moving. But I can't hear them. I'm dizzy.
"What's your story, man?" one of them asks again.
I open my mouth to answer, but everything just blurs to black.

Lilacs, the breeze blowing across my face smells like fresh lilacs. The
ails are a buttery yellow. Sheer purple curtains are floating in the air
asthe breeze continues to waft the smell at me. It reminds me of spring
~ornings in my childhood home. There is a woman lying in the crook of
mYarm. Her red brown hair is long and soft, wavy and tangled around
my fingers. Young, tan, strong fingers. Her shoulders are petite and her
skin looks smooth. She has a string of freckles on the small of her back
that remind me of the Big Dipper.
I don't want to move. In three weeks I have been in eighteen
different lives. I am getting better at it each time. I am starti ng to realize
howto avoid the switch, changing lives, without a choice. Don't speak to
people, and if I do, nothing too personal. I don't get too close to anyone.
No compassion. No empathy. I'm just a careful, meticulous, utterly
detached observer. I can sense when it's coming now. Things get blurry.
If people push into my space. Or I into theirs. I am getting better at it.
But still, eighteen lives in twenty-four days. I'm certainly not perfect at
it. Not even close. Yesterday it was accidentally sticking up for another
twelve year old getting picked on next to the monkey bars. I never really
gavea damn about anyone, and now, I can't give a damn. And now, now
I actually want to.
A small coo, not a laugh and not quite a cry, it's coming from
somewhere to the left of my head. On the nightstand there is a photo,
a young man with curly brown hair and a goatee, wearing a tuxedo.
There's a woman too, hard to tell only being able to s~ her back, but I
am guessing the woman in the picture and the one wrapped in my arm
are one in the same. I chuckle. Me, married, three times in one week. My
mother was wrong.
I hear a cry. I crane my neck.
Ahh. Baby monitor.
"Can you get her this time?" The woman's voice is soft, sleepy
too. I slowly pull my arm out from under her head. Not saying a word, I
scoot to the edge of the bed, and think: God, these sheets are so soft.
There are pictures all over the hallways: birthdays, vacations, goofy
faces,family reunions, flowers and lots of baby pictures.
The soft but continuous cry tells me I am at the right door. The
room is warm with morning sunlight. I close my eyes, and curl my toes
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into the carpeCDon't get used to it. Ttlis one isn't going to last longl)
be lucky if I make it a couple hours. There is far too much love and care'
in this place. It makes the air feel heavy, and slightly warmer than is
really comfortable.
Shrieking, now the kid's shrieking. I open my eyes reluctantly
Her hair is brown, brown, and curly. She has one tooth. Her chUbby
little arms are reaching through the oak bars of her crib. Second step
towards her and the edges of my vision smudge. Like an oil painting thai
someone spilled water on.
A light pink onesie with little yellow bumble bees, all slick with
baby drool. Shit, I think, knowing it's only a matter of minutes. She CUrls
her face against my neck as soon as I pick her up. The woman with the
red brown hair is standing in the doorway in a large gray t-shirt, In her
quiet voice she smiles, "Mmm. What a lovely sight!"
Half a smile is all I can give. I can feel tiny, slobbery fingers
gripping my collar bone. I never wanted women who I had to talk to the
next day, or kids I had to feed. Definitely not kids. The color is slowly
draining out of the room. The kid's cooing sounds like it's down the hall,
but I can still feel her in my arms. I take it back. All the condescending
looks I shot down my nose at people. All the harsh drunk words I fired
upon people. The women I left still sleeping in bed. The ones I called
hags. All the cold walls I put up. I want a wife, and friends. God, I'd even
take a kid or two. I can't feel her wet fingers, or hear her mumblings,
Shit. Shit. Shit. Three, two, one. Wobbly. Black.

Three years. More lives than I have been able to count. Five continents,
a handful of languages, every stage of life. This one I have held onto
the longest. Two months and seventeen days. The walls of this top floor
office are lined with plaques, certificates, diplomas, and awards. Glass
and steel. It's cold, and not because the air conditioning keeps it at a
crisp sixty-four degrees. Everything about this room is meant to make
me seem transparent. The awards and diplomas are supposed to be
some testament to my past. This desk made of glass, some symbol of my
lack of secrets, the only transparent CEO in all of Chicago. My secretary
doesn't address me by name, as per my request, and I have no intention
of learning hers. I've accepted the cold, emotionless shell I am now. It's
the only way I can stay. I've got it now, all the fame I ever wanted.
It's an eight-to-eight
job, with a big lonely house and a two
passenger sports car. I leave work and take my car to a run-down old bar
with crappy red upholstered booths, dark blue stained pool tables, and
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....-:t)a"rtender whose name is Mike. I order gin and tonic, and wait to see if
a woman with chipped red nail polish and too much make-up takes her
~amiliar stool. It's only on my stool,. in this rundown bar, that I entertain
the notion that maybe someday this will end. If only I could talk to her,
ologize maybe. Who knows. Two months and seventeen days, and so
ap
d . ki
I
far I have been n n Ing a one.
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(ftuUge:~XM:
"Wonderland and Its Secrets" by Kaleyanisa Davila makes use of creative storytelling,
participating in a tong tradition of reinvention and reteUings to bring us new depth and
new angles in familiar territory. In such a short piece, every word matters, and Davila
has managed to make each one count. "Wonderland and Its Secrets" charms, engages,
and deserves multiple reads.

By Kaleyanisa

Davila, Pre-Vet & Art

He unfurled his satin fabric, staring at it hesitantly. "I haven't trained
in making hats. My beloved Cheshire no longer wants dresses, but
rather hats." Concurrently, Cheshire stood trial. A Case of Carnations.
Since Queen Quassia had laid claim on all discovered flowers within
the kingdom, picking them would sentence the guilty to be cursed by a
witch and then decapitated.
While the man finished stitching his gift for his beloved
Cheshire, the mercury-tipped
needle pricked his finger.
Rubbing up against his leg, a cat whispered, "It's beautiful.
Keep making hats."
"Cheshire?" he said, seeking her, but she'd vanished.
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By Lyric Morris, Graphic Design
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'Papev ftacJ
By Abigail Stoscher, Theatre & Worship Arts
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THIRD PLACE

~~ ,,~=:

is a bold and tragic story that examines the effect of pain

and Losson a relationship. Marked by genuine human emotion, the main character's
struggle with faith in tragedy is relatable and impacting.

'BwkeJ1l raith
By Abbie Amiotte, Writing and Rhetoric
Rachel's body purges the pain out in a gagging, gurgling sacrifice to the
porcelain god, but it isn't the vomit she had been praying for. She hurls
the last of her breakfast into the bowl, flushes, and her lipstick smears
as her wrist gets the remnants of the throw-up off her mouth. Her eyes
meet their reflection; I would be perfectly fine with this if it was morning
sickness. Her uterus cramps up again: a reminder from dear Mother
Nature that she is the farthest thing from pregnant. Her stomach lurches
once more as the pain from the period rushes through her midsection
again and again, but there is nothing left inside but the burn in her
esophagus.
The fluffy blue bath mat warms her freezing feet as the chills
from her purge make her shiver; a warm shower would calm her down,
but there isn't time. The tears perch on her eyelids, forcing her to
acknowledge the emotions she has worked so hard to hide. I just want
a baby, she thinks as she chokes on the tears and the burn from the
mouthwash.
The last five of her six years of marriage to Jake had been filled
with doctors and surgeries and pills and superstitious attempts to get
pregnant. Through it all she remained hopeful that one day soon she
could smell the warm skin of an infant. My infant. But now, with every
newmonth and every new period, her hope dwindles like a petal-plucked
flower with no more beauty to offer. The vomiting and the cramps were
a choice though. The doctors warned her that getting off the pill would
have consequences. She thought it would be worth it. But five years-a
total of 60 weeks-of agony later, and Rachel has begun to wonder if any
of it had been worth it.
"Babe, you ok?" Jake starts rubbing her back, playing with her
hair,just like he used to.
"What time is it?" Rachel whispers

as she moves out of her
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husband's reach. It's hard to remem6er the last time she had genu~
wanted her husband to touch her. She Isn't Interested In their marriage r'
in making love, anymore, just in jake's sperm. She knows this, and sh;
truly is sorry for it. Jake knows it too, not because Rachel has ever tOld
him directly, but after enough dodged hugs, goose-necked kisses, and
avoided eye contact, he got the idea.
"About five to nine. Guess we should get going." He half-smiles
Rachel just stares at him.
.
"Your appointment is at 10:30:' jake says as he combs his fingers
through her hair. She used to love when he would do this. "But the nurSe
called around 8. She said we should come in a little early to fill out some
paperwork for the insurance. There seems to be a problem with OUr

claim."
"Have you seen my phone?" Rachel shirks through the doorway
past him, as if hiding from a debt collector. Jake never wants to upset
Rachel by talking about the financial issues they are facing on top of
everything else. Surgery isn't cheap, and the insurance is getting tired
of paying for the same surgery over and over again.
She grabs the Gevalia Columbia roast Jake left her off of the
counter. He always makes it just the way she likes it-one third French
Vanilla creamer, two thirds coffee-and
he doesn't even make fun of her
for being a baby about bitter things. She wants to tell him that she still
loves him, that she appreciates his patience and all that he has done for
her, but she is hardened now. Years of heartache have changed her, and
she just can't find the right words so she says nothing. She snatches her
phone off the couch and clips, "I'll be in the car." She sees the flowers
jake put on the table for her as she heads for the door. She knows he
is trying; trying to be the husband he thinks she deserves even if she
doesn't seem to want him anymore. She knows that he prays for God
to give them a baby so everything can go back to the way it used to be.
Rachel hopes for a baby to make her feel less like a failure as a wife. Jake
prays for a baby to rebuild the marriage he has fought for this long.
On the way to the hospital, Jake begins the optimistic
conversation they always have about how God will surely give them a
baby this time-that
this has to be the last surgery. Rachel tries to hide
her rolling eyes, but she can't imagine why he thinks reiterating his hope
in God's promises is helpful. She knows God forgot them long ago; she
has accepted it. But Jake just can't seem to let go. She knew from the
start that their faith would be in medical science now. After all it wasn't
like she hadn't tried to be hopeful and pious about the whole thing.!
have been blessed and prayed over, she's thought furiously, and told!
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more faith more times than anyone woman should have to be.
Jusne of these things increased her faith; they just made her feel like a
~a~tureas a Christian as well as a failure as a wife. It was bad enough that
he couldn't give Jake a baby, but now all those women at the church
s ade her feel like it was her lack of faith that was the problem-not
all
rTlfher medical issues, not God screwing up her body.
a
She lets Jake talk the whole way. Part of her knows that this is
his means of coping with the last five years-talking.
She has always
been the more realistic one, and he has always been the lost dreamer.
some might call it "stronger faith." Rachel thinks of the women in the
congregation. She has heard their gossipy clucking, "Look at that poor,
wonderful Jake. Oh, he has such strong faith. But that wife of his? She
is practically a lost cause, bless her heart." Rachel shudders at their
judgments, but even she has to admit that Jake is just more ...optimistic.
Thiswas true when it came to their finances, their dog, their arguments,
and their infertility. Jake believed wholeheartedly that God would give
them a baby if they just kept praying and kept the faith. God isn't a slot
machine, Rachel thought, and even if he is, I'm out of prayers to put in.
But Jake's prayer bank wasn't empty. Every night, before Rachel made
him stop, he would pray before making love to his wife. He would put his
hands on Rachel's abdomen and proclaim God's blessing on her womb.
It made Rachel sick to her stomach every time. She loves Jake, she really
does,but she thought he was a fool when he prayed that way. She finally
told him he could pray silently.
She just couldn't handle hearing him pray before they had sex.
The walk into the doctor's office was a blur. Her third surgery
had taken place a month before, and this would be the last follow-up.
Sheknew the drill; it was the same appointment she'd had twice before.
Thedoctor would tell them it was okay to have sex agaill', that everything
looked good, and he was pleased with her progress. He would flash an
optimistic smile and say, "I hope this is the last time I see you without
a baby bump." Jake would follow this statement with a grin at his wife,
assuring her that it would be.
She would nod and fake a smile in response.
She would pretend to be hopeful.
Sure enough, when they arrive in the office, the doctor greets
them with that familiar, cheesy smile. He assures Rachel that he got all
of the endometriosis in her fallopian tubes, but he is a bit concerned
about the amount of back bleeding he noticed. "The amount of blood
means the endometriosis will be coming back faster this time. Your
periods are getting worse; I can tell. They're heavier, aren't they?" Rachel

..
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had avoided telling anyone this. She knew it was goi ng to come out after
surgery, but if she had mentioned it to the doctor he would have tOld
her to get back on the pill. That was the last thing she wanted.
A baby is the only thing that matters now.
"It's fine," she says, not meeting the doctor's eyes. "We just have
to get pregnant before the cells come back. Right?"
The doctor nods but with obvious concern.
Rachel hates the irony. She can't have sex until a month after
surgery, and she is racing her body to get pregnant before the cells
from her uterus can travel via the back bleeding of her periods to her
fallopian tubes to form the endometriosis. If she is able to get pregnant
the symptoms will dissipate-at
least she hopes so. But every month
that goes by, the endometriosis gets worse and worse, making it more
and more difficult to get pregnant. It is then time for another surgery to
remove the endometriosis and start the process over.
Third time had better be a freaking charm, she thinks as she
adjusts in the hard plastic office chair.
If she got back on the pill, there would be less bleeding and
therefore less endometriosis. She wouldn't be in pain all ofthe time, but
she would also never have a baby of her own. Rachel has always been
told by those crusty old Church women that the greatest gift a wife can
give her husband is a baby. She had started to believe them. How will
she ever be a good wife if she can't do that?
"Doc:' Jake says, squeezing Rachel's shoulder, "are we good
to start trying again?" Rachel knows Jake is anxious to get life back to
normal-even
if he doesn't know what normal is anymore. He thinks he
knows what normol is, Rachel thinks as she subtly wiggles out of Jake's
grasp, five yeors of questions ond earnest prayers ond sacrifice hove

become "normal."
Rachel is pretty sure that Jake knows she isn't making love to
him anymore; she is having sex with him, yes, but not making love. She
read his prayer journal once. He wrote in overcharging, jagged letters
as though he was pressing hard. He said he wanted his wife back, and
sex is one way he can pretend she is still there. Even if she hadn't read
it, though, Rachel could see all of these emotions written on his face,
underlying his question. He's playing with a cotton ball he grabbed out
of a jar on the doctor's counter, pulling it apart with nervous hands.
It used to break her heart, but now her face remains stoic.
"I think so." The doctor half-smiles. "Just take it slow and wait
until the period is done. If it hurts, which you know it will, just take a few
days off. Try to have fun with it again."
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Jake focuses on "having fun again" the whole way home. And
ain. Rachel lets him talk. He goes on and on about some great date
ag
., t rea IIy I·rstemng,
.
.dea he has p Ianne d f or t h"em to reconnect. "Sh e rsn
~ut Jake talks to think.
Rachel's time moves slowly through the next three days. Pain,
urge, push through. She stopped working three years ago when it
~ecame obvious that these medical "things" were not going away
nytime soon. As she braces herself over the toilet again, tears hit the
~urkY water. It's hard to catch her runaway breath.
After another dry heave, she gurgles some lemon juice to get rid
of the bile taste. She sips Sprite-the

only thing that will stay down. At

least it's the lost day of this until next month, she thinks, taking another
sip.
She remembered the doctor's orders to have fun again. Jake
had really stopped trying after she almost snapped his head off for
leaving her a love note one morning. Maybe it was all the hormones
from the period, but she felt like she needed to step up as a wife again.
She needed to try for more than a baby. She looks at the clock on the
laptap screen: twenty to six. Jake would be home any minute, and forthe
first time in years, Rachel is excited for him to come home. She'll make
dinner tonight; she hasn't done that since 2009. It was about time she
started farcing herself to put some effort into her relationship. She does
loveJake, truly, but she had forgotten what that means.
She sets out placemats and candles and anything beautiful they
had gotten from the wedding registry that had been stored away for
years. She opens the windows to let sunshine in; Jake loves when she
lets the light in. She doesn't have time to clean or get dressed up, but
she rips off her sweatpants in a frenzy and replaces them with some
nicejeans. She's waiting by the door for him. He is greated with a smile
for the first time in months, and that smile stays for weeks.
Then vomit. But it's different this time; it's not pain, but nausea.
Rachelcan't remember the last time she threw-up because she was just
nauseous. She feels something ...like a tickle. She hasn't felt it in such a
longtime; it's so unfamiliar. Hope. She looks up at the mirror./ feel hope.
Shesmiles.
"Hey, Babe? Can you come in here for a sec?" Her eyes fixate on
their reflection.
"Honey, I taught the dog a new trick. It's awesome. You have to
come see. Why are you just staring at yourself?" Jake's voice trails off.
Hesees the lemon juice on the counter, but his wife isn't doubled over
in pain. "Did you throw up?"

~~=====b
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uYeah-:'
"Are you ok?"
"Better than okay. I just feel sick. And I'm late."
"Late? Like late late?" Jake's voice is rushed and breathless. He's
feeling hope too. "Or just like a day late? Cause you've been a day late
before."
"Like a week late, Jake. I'm late. And I don't have cramps."
"Do you mean?" He stops himself from saying it out loud, That
would make it too real.
Rachel gasps for air. An overwhelming feeling of horror, fear
excitement, and nervousness overtakes her. But also hope. "I'll call th;

doctor."

Sunday-Rachel's
least favorite day ofthe week. She mumbles the Words
to the hymn as her eyes sideways-stare in every direction. Inquisitive
gazes meet her wherever she looks; it seems that the whole congregation
the pastor too, is staring. Rachel is shaking with anxiety under Jake';
arm. He squeezes her waist-calm
down. The hymn seems to be thirty
verses long, but the pastor finally gives the familiar "you may be seated"
hand gesture. Rachel's mind wanders during the sermon. She thinks the
pastor is saying something about patiently waiting on the Lord: what
a freaking jake. She's thankful she isn't listening, but her mind always
goes back to the horror of a month ago.
She remembers herself sitting in the shower. "Babe, we're gonna
be late." She heard Jake down the halt. She didn't want to go to the
doctor anymore-there
wasn't really a point. The first few appointments
had been so happy, joyful even. She hadn't felt joyful in such a long
time. The doctor confirmed the pregnancy; he said everything looked
great. The next appointment she got to hear her baby's heartbeat. My
baby. The words had tasted so good on her lips. But then the last time
they were there, the doctor seemed different. He was nervous but trying
to act calm in that way doctors do before they tell you that you have
some life altering disease. The doctor said the numbers didn't look so
good, whatever that means. Something wasn't quite right. He told them
to come back the next week after he ran more tests. It was a week later,
and the doctor had been horribly right. Jake softly knocked, "Rachel?
You ok? Ready to go?"
She heard him turn the knob, but she didn't answer. She hoped
he would just go away; he usually liked to give her privacy.
"Honey? Let's just go get it done. It's gonna be fine, seriously.
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'better this time. You're gonna be all done with the

n

worry, I promise.
The only sound was the leaky faucet. He pushed open the door.
"Whyare the lights off?" The hallway lit a trail of crimson from the toilet
the shower. He stopped moving, breathing.
to
"Babe, what happened?" Jake found his wife shirking in the
C

orner of their shower. She was naked.
"Rachel, are you ok?" Rachel could tell he was trying to keep his

voice calm to encourage her to take a deep breath.
"Talk to me. Please."
Rachel pulled her eyes from the streaks of blood to look at him.
Her pale face and vacant eyes made her look hollow, transparent. She
was blank. "I killed him, Jake. My body murdered him, and there was
nothing I could do to protect him." Her voice sounded dead, monotone,
evento her, and her streaked mascara was the only evidence of emotion
on her face.
"No, it must just be spotting. The doctor said there could be
some. You're fine really; let's just get to the doctor." Jake looked as
though he was going to throw up.
"Look at that blood! Does that look like spotting to you, Jake!"
She roared and spit the words at her husband. She didn't mean to,
really. It wasn't his fault; it was her body's. But she couldn't handle his
hope anymore.
"God wouldn't

let this

happen.

I trusted

Him," he said. "He

wouldn't do this to us."
"God let our baby die."
"No." Jake crumbled to the floor next to the shower.
Jake searched for Rachel's hand in the darkness, and she
touched his fingertips. Together they wept.
<
"Come forward that you may feel the power of the almighty,
healing God!" The pastor's impassioned yell startles Rachel from her
memories. A call to healing. Again? She looks at Jake. It wasn't so long
agothat they would be going forward along with every other decrepit
Daveor backache Becky. 50 many germy, sweaty hands would press
against their backs as they dropped to their knees; Jake would go to his
kneesin faith, Rachel out of submission to a system she couldn't escape.
But this time Jake doesn't move. He squeezes her hand and whispers,
"Wecan leave if you want." Rachel forces a smile and mouths, thank you.
The couple walks through the crowd of believers who are
waiting for God's hand to move, trying to increase their faith. Rachel's
eyesglance behind her as they approach the doors. She pities them. She

l._
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knows betterthan to expect miracles. So does Jake now. She grab;
hand; holds it the whole way home.
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By Abigail Stoscher, Theatre & Worship Arts
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HONORABLE MENTION

~~X.:
Allison Mulder's "In Memory Of" is a clever and chilling story of loss and regret
Impacting detail, complex subtext, and fine strokes in the world-building bring these
ghosts to life. With a remarkably retold Frankenstein theme about being shaped by how
we're treated, "In Memory Of" transports, challenges, and delights.

jf1;~~
By Allison

Mulder,

Writing

and Rhetoric

I went to see one ofthe presidents on my deathday. I couldn't remember
his name. People usually forgot about him, but even the boring
presidents took forever to fade. The left-behind pieces of them were
left behind in books, in statues. The rest of us mostly just had memories
and those were a lot more likely to change. The other in-betweens had
said this president never changed except when a new book changed
him, and they'd said he could answer questions.
I drifted toward the president, past park benches and a fish pond,
and in a house somewhere-not
the one I'd lived in-Mom remembered
my first birthday and my first Christmas, and the toy cars still scattered
around the playroom the day a cop came to the door. I'd forgotten about
the toy cars-my red racer and the blue one with the missing wheels.
Those were the only ones Mom remembered.
"My sister hasn't thought of me yet," I said.
The President sat on the base of a statue of himself, a little
more see-through than the rock, but a lot more colorful. Presidents
like him were lucky. Every so often people would walk past and read
the nameplate stuck under the statue's shoes, and the President would
get a little less see-through. Reading his name was enough. I usually
stayed by my grave all the time, and no one who knew me ever came
to read the headstone. If the people who didn't know me read it, they
didn't think about it enough to make a difference. Maybe, maybe, if they
noticed numbers and were good with math, they would think: Young ...
But I always remembered that part, so them thinking it didn't help at all.
"She hasn't thought of me yet," I repeated. My fingers passed
through each other as I tried to clench them. "It's my deathday."
"Do you have others thinking of you?" the President asked,
rubbing his glasses on the corner of his shirt. He did that often, which
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nt he'd done it often enough while alive for it to be remembered.
mea
I nod d e.d "A f ew."
"They'll call her. They'll remind her. She'll think of you. Or in a
eWdays, she'll remember that she forgot."
"But Mom's old. She remembers me, but she's forgetting.

She

calls the neighbor boy by my name." Even though she remembered

my

f

cars..·

t

"15that bad, if she's remembering you?"
I reached for my-my buttons? On my shirt? Had I fiddled

with

hem?The habit was half there, half gone and going.
"It's my name, though. Not his. And what if she dies?"
The President sighed. "We all fade. She will too, someday."
"But I don't want to fade yet."
And someone who'd lasted as long as him had no right to say we

01/ fade.
He scratched his head, looked at my hands, sank his fingers into

my chest and stirred them around just like Mom was stirring her coffee
as she thought of our Sunday breakfasts. I'd always begged for a sip
from her mug, and my favorite cereal was shaped like tiny pieces of
toast. She couldn't remember what they were called, so I couldn't either.
"You are close to fading," the President said with a frown. "How
manyremember you more than once in a while?"
I scuffed my foot through the pavement. "Two."
"Your mother and sister?"
"No. My mother, and I don't like the other one."
He looked at me, waiting.
"It's the person who killed me."
"I see." The President nodded sympathetically,
rolling his
shoulders and sitting exactly like his statue for a secoad. "I see."
He wasn't one of the presidents who'd been killed. He couldn't
seelike them.
Mom remembered my funeral. My killer smoked a cigarette, and
watched grandchildren play, and remembered me dying.
I'd jumped into the street, right into the street: the busiest traffic
in town and I jumped right into the street. It wasn't their fault, and they
were right not to stop, because it was not their fault.
It was my fault.
I felt like that hadn't always been true-like
right after it
happened nobody thought it was my fault, at least not in the kind
of thoughts people put words to. But no matter how much I tried to
remember, my killer's thoughts were the only ones that came to me,
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because Mom never thought about the thing itself. Just the thingS
around it.
The President reached for a cigarette from his pocket and
smoked it the way my killer did, except the President's didn't need to b
lit. "I suppose I do know of a way to last:' he said, exhaling.
e
I watched the smoke disappear before it really formed. "I can't
use your way."
"No, no, a bit late for you to get elected." The president laughed
strong and clear, probably sounding as his laugh had in life. The othe;
in-betweens at the cemetery had told me he wasn't always a good man.
That he usually was, because people usually remembered presidents as
good men. But sometimes, people remembered how he'd really been
and they wrote a new book about it, and he got less, good. But good
bad, the others said it was worth the gamble if I really wanted to stay.
"How can I last?" I asked.
I didn't want to fade, because fading meant I couldn't see Mom
anymore. She put her empty mug by the sink, remembering the middle
school I'd never gone to, but should have. Remembered the books I'd
read. She started crying. I didn't like it when she cried. The first years
after my death, I'd tried to stay beside her, trying to make her feel okay.
But after a long time I'd realized she cried more when I stayed next to
her. Watching from far away-catching
ripples instead of looking over
her shoulder-was
better. For her, though maybe not for me, but I didn't
want to make her feel bad.
"It's not my way so much as a colleague of mine's:' the President
said, another cigarette appearing in his hand. "Another president's.
Have you heard of the White House being haunted?"
"Maybe. I don't remember."
The president nodded to himself, more firmly. "Well, yes, that's
a way. Quite a reliable way, really. A little haunting could prolong you for
years, decades even, if not centuries. It depends how many people grab
onto the mystery. But if you can get them to link your name to a little
mischief, they'll surely remember you even after your mother passes."
I wanted that. To be around when it happened. If she wound up
here, in-between, I wanted to be here to meet her. I wanted to see her
close up, speak to her again. Dad had never come here. He'd passed
right on. But maybe Mom ...
"Won't everyone think I'm bad?" I asked.
He shrugged, smiling around his cigarette. "All I know is that it
will keep you here for a while. Go to your sister, or the place you died.
Maybe even your murderer-did
they ever confess?"
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I shook my head.
"If they do now, it will cause a stir. People will talk about you
ain. They'll remember you."
ag
I shook my head, faster this time. I didn't want to see my killer.
Not when my killer was so close to death (all the cigarettes, even more
han the President smoked). Not when my killer thought of me every
\ne a coughing fit hit, every time my killer felt death coming. I didn't
tl
my killer to find me here, after. The ripples were bad enough. I
ant
:ouldn't have minded if my killer forgot me.
Besides, it had been my fault.
"Thank you," I said, as Mom remembered how I'd always said
thank you, and strangers had always smiled at me.
The President did not say, You're welcome. He glared at pigeons
resting on his statue.
I went to the street where I died, and I think I found the right
spot. They took down the cross and the candles a long time ago, and
people stopped leaving flowers, but I think I remembered the spot,
because my killer remembered the spot, a little.
Enough to avoid it.
First I just sat on the pavement. And I watched people-live
people, and some in-betweens-go
past, not looking at me, walking,
driving through me.
Mom remembered

my tantrums,

and then she felt bad about

remembering them.
"I don't want to fade," I said out loud.
One of the passing in-betweens swore at me, clear but covered
in hazy tattoos people probably couldn't remember well. He seemed
likethe kind of person people remembered because they'd been scared
of him. I sat on the pavement for 1 don't know how IWUch longer, and
figured out he was pacing in front of the convenience store.
Sometimes he followed people and loomed overtheir shoulders
and glared at the kids my age. He tripped a cop once, and grinned as
the officer stumbled. He stopped grinning when I crossed the street and
stood in front of him.
"I don't want to fade," I said.
"Shut up," he said. "Your clothes are old, you're old, you might as
well fade now. It's getting crowded here."
"I died over there."
"Never heard about it. I died here. Get lost."
I stared at his feet. "You tripped that man. Can you teach me?"
He stared at me, and then his grin came back. "Sure."
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50 he taught me. And I tripped some people. But tlien one fell 0
the street and almost got hit, and that scared me-my fault, my faUlt- :
s
I stopped for a while. But then it was 6:43, and Mom remembered the
knock an the door, the knock on the door, the knock on the door, and
checking my room and finding it empty.
I'd just wanted to go play outside. 1 hadn't meant to go so far.
I ran up behind a woman crossing the street, and I grabbed her
hand wishing it was Mom's. She spun around, but people honked at her
so she kept walking. 1 dropped her hand when she reached the tattooed
man's side of the street. He gave me a thumbs-up.
1 kept following
people across the street, grabbing their hands
their arms, tugging on their shirts. I started putting out people';
cigarettes. My killer had been trying to light a cigarette when it happened
but it was still my fault.
'

The tattooed man grinned every time I messed with someone.
He only tripped cops, and sometimes touched pretty ladies as they
passed.
One day a van with a big logo of a ghost swirling out of a TV
came, and some people with cameras stood around staring at my
section of pavement. They talked about me. One lady had hair the same
color Mom's used to be, pulled back in a ponytail. 1 hugged her, hoping.
I don't want to fade.
The tattooed man whistled from across the street, and if his
name was Ricky then they were talking about him, too, saying things
like "residual aggression" and "hostile specter." But mostly they were
talking about me. Saying things like "life cut short" and "desperate for
connection."
The woman I was hugging started rubbing her arms, then talking
They all got really excited, and I did too
because if they could feel me then I really was getting more solid. Maybe
Mom could feel me too, soon.

loudly, "I feel something."

They held up microphones. They asked me to speak, but at first
I didn't remember how, and when 1did remember I had nothing to say,
so I said what my killer always said about me.
"My fault."
They came back a few times with their cameras. They ignored
Ricky, who got mad and started tripping everyone, not just cops.
A while afterward people started coming to my street and not
crossing it. Just standing there for a while, whispering, taking pictures.
Some held out their hand, giggling, until I took it. Then they'd shake
me off like a bug or something, and they'd jump around laughing with
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each other. "Freaky! Dare you to try it again." Then they'd rush away, still
laughing.
I started to remember myself more.
But Mom remembered me less and less, and the people on the
jreet remembered me like my killer did. I had jumped into the street.
~ car had splattered me. Right there, right there, was that a bloodstain,
even all this time later? Right there, right there, a boy had died.
They couldn't always remember my name, and they usually only
remembered one or two things about me. That I had died. That I had
died at 6:43. Hit-and-run. Right there on the street, I had died.
One day people tried to interview myfamily. Mom got confused-I
think she might have been thinking of the neighbor boy.
My sister sat and clutched her coat, and thought, and thought,
and remembered how my hair had stuck up. And she said out loud, "I
don't remember my brother very well."
Mom died. If she came here, she never found me. I never got to
speak to her.
Ricky yelled at me every day when people stopped by the street
to hold out their hands, telling me to leave, disappear, just fade already,
if I was that desperate for attention then nobody wanted to remember
me anyway. I ignored him, just held strangers' hands and tried to listen
to them because thinking "right there, right there" didn't hurt quite as
much as always thinking "my fault, my fault."
And I did hurt. More than before. I was more solid, I felt more,
but I wasn't sure that was a good thing. I wanted people to leave, just
leave. If they were going to hu rt me, maybe it would be better ifthey just
forgot me. But they wouldn't stop coming, and remembering-but
not
remembering the right things, and it hurt.
I tripped people. Not one or two. I tripped ~erybody
on the
street, way more than Ricky tripped people on his sidewalk, and he
yelled at me more than before. Once he came and tried to hit me, and
that was when I figured out I was more solid than he was. His hand
would hardly sink through me, sticking somewhere in the middle, and
there was never enough force to hurt. You could hardly see his tattoos
anymore.
The second time he tried that, I hit back. My hand swiped
straight through him, and it took a second for all of him to go back to
where it belonged. He stared at me, eyes wide, and I got angrier than
ever because I should've been the one scared of him.
He stopped trying that after the second time, and went back to
yelling.
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I ignored him, and I tripped people, I tripped everyone
on the sidewalk and on the street, and I didn't like it when the;
almost got hit but I just wanted people to leave.
People stopped crossing there as often. They went out of
their way to avoid my spot. But more people than ever came to
hold out their hands, laughing until the second I grabbed them
or the second their foot got jerked off the curb.
They didn't run away laughing as often. They swore. They
went away scared.
Then one year my sister got sick. And she died.
After that it seemed like no one anywhere remembered
me as anything but the boy ghost on the street, someone to go
see on vacations full of scary things: a vengeful ghost-but wasn't
Ricky the vengeful one? -tripping people, jerking them onto the
street. Most of them didn't even remember I'd held hands once. I
didn't remember it either except when the van people's show had
reruns. I wished they'd play it every day.
I didn't leave, because there was nowhere else to go.
I didn't even remember where my grave was.
I pushed people. I dug my fingernails into their skin when
I grabbed them, enough to draw blood, but more people came
than ever. More cameras came, people talked about how to get
rid of me, people said God hated me. People said Jesus would
scour me away. But that never happened no matter how much I
hoped.
They all thought I was dangerous. So then I was dangerous.
What the people on the pavement thought was all I was,
except for what my killer remembered. Me jumping into the street,
right into the street-and
my killer was sick. My killer thought
about me more and more, the sicker my killer got, until I was
all that my killer thought about. Even with grand kids nearby, my
killer kept thinking of me, my fault, my fault. My killer got angrier.
Thought they were being punished for me even though it was my
fault. And I was angrier, because why was it my fault but it had to
have been because that's what my killer remembered.
It got worse and worse until the day my killer was about
to die, thinking of finally telling someone about me, but deciding
not to, in the end, because why would my killer have to tell
someone when it wasI shoved a boy my age, whose hair stuck up all over and
whose shoes were untied. He fell in front of a car, and the car
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couldn't stop, and the boy's mother screamed the way my mother
had screamed after the cops knock-knack-knocked
on the door.
My fault.

(
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Part 1
The tank top falls to the floor as you stand in front of your open
window. Good, he's washing dishes. You turn to the mirror to brush
your luscious blo~de hair, keeping one eye on Jared. From this room,
he has a perfect view from his kitchen across the small lawn and into
your house, so you make sure to change here every other day or so.
You know he can't help but fall in love with your body.
You grab a silvery blue chiffon top but wait to put it on. He
needs to get a nice long look-make him lust after you. You see his
mouth drop slightly as he stares, but his heavenly vision is cut short as
hot water bounces off a spoon and showers his shirt. You throw your
blouse on while he is distracted and move away from the window. He
can't see you, but you can see him. You watch as he cleans himself up
and attempts to find you through the window again. He's disappointed
not to see you. Good, leave him wanting more.
You grab a handful of white chocolate dipped pretzels from the
bowl on the coffee table. You just lick off the chocolate and throw the
pretzels away. You've never cared for pretzels, but they look prettier
than anything else dipped in white chocolate.
Outside, on your perfectly manicured grass-just like your
fingernails-Scout
is peeing on your grass again. Dumb dog. He
always finds the hole in the fence. You wait for Jared to run out of his
house before you start out the door. You have to chew him out again;
everyone thinks you are just adorable when you're pissed off.
You set your face and start screaming your vocabulary of
profanities as you march toward the pair. Jared is apologizing, but
his words are all jumbled and confused. You sense his nervousness.
You scream louder. He goes to pick up the beagle without realizing
the stream is still in progress as a waterfall of piss travels from the
miserable dog to your shirt, forming navy blue stripes.
"Idiot!" you scream, now no longer playing up your aggression.
He's stuttering something, but not really forming any real words. Wait,
you stop examining your shirt as you realize what he just said. He just
asked you out. Now he is standing there, mouth gaping open like a
croaking frog. You think he's pathetic, but this is all part of the plan.
You tell him Friday, to come over at eight. You warn him that he
better take you somewhere nice.
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Then you leave him standing there, holding his only friend
the armpits, his dumb dog who's whining to be let down. He's probably
checking out your butt, so you put a little sashay in your walk as you
head back in the house. Through the window, you watch him dance
around your yard, frolicking, skipping with enthusiasm with that stupid
dog still in his arms. Watching him is annoying and frustrating.
How could one individual be that ridiculous?
You spend the next two days preparing. You sharpen and
thoroughly sanitize your knives, buy jumbo packs of extra-large
trash bags and ctorox, roll up the rug in the front hallway, write your
goodbye speech. By the time Friday arrives, you are ready.
You decide to call Jared.
"Hey, this is Jared." He sounds like he just ran a marathon or
something equally as ridiculous.
"Gosh, Jared, you kept me waiting for so long. Don't start
playing hard to get now." You try to sound flirtatious and happy but all
you want to do is mock this poor, pathetic creature on the other end of
the line.
"Oh, hey, Jessica." He takes a deep breath. "Sorry, I fell asleep.
What's up?" He was sleeping? It's three in the afternoon. Doesn't he
ever work? He is even more doleful than you'd originally thought.
Thank God it's finally Friday. You can get this over with.
"Whatever." You can hardly mask your annoyance, but you try.
"I just wanted to make sure we were still on for tonight and that you
didn't forget about me. 1can't stand being stood up." You add a singsong ring to the end. Your eyes roll, and you can barely hold back the
gagging.
Jared laughs before choking. Maybe he was drinking
something? Probably not; he probably just choked on his own spit.
He's just so good at embarrassing himself. Wretched. "I would never
forget you."
Of course not, you know you're the best thing that has ever
happened to him. What a dunce.
You laugh-a laugh with hints of mockery, but you're sure he
doesn't notice. "Glad to hear it. Well, come over at eight." You add a
kissing noise for good measure. Praise the Lord that's over.
You look through the "spying" window. He's splashing water on
his face, but he forgot to take his glasses off. Precious, you smirk.
Everything is going according to plan, which, of course, is no
surprise to you. Everything always goes according to your plan; you
have done this enough times to have the formula. A pitiable, boyish
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man moves in next door. He falls in love with you, the Barbie-blonde
beauty. You steal his mail on occasion, claiming the mailman put it in
the wrong box so you have a chance to introduce yourself. You bake
him "welcome to the neighborhood cookies:' You leave the blinds open
in your hallway, where you pose changing clothes to give him a view
from his kitchen. You make a point to yell at his dog after you have
secretly lured the dog into your yard with treats. He becomes obsessed
with you and asks you out. You agree. He comes over on some Friday
or saturday night, completely unaware that his gorgeous neighbor will
put him out of his misery (and he is miserable in his pathetic little life).
You greet him with a hug and a stab wound to the side. You catch him
as he collapses into your arms like a sleepy child; you're stronger than
you look, and you drag him to the trash-bag-covered
couch. You let
him bleed out as you read your prepared speech which is as personal
as you can make it. You want him to know that this isn't a malicious
killing-you dislike him for his existence but you don't hate him-you
really just want to put an end to his despair. You tell him to think of
this as a mercy killing. You're doing him and the rest ofthe world a
favor.
You smile to yourself. You don't hate any of the men you
murder; you aren't evil. There is just something inside you that can't
control the urge to remove the socially inept from your neighborhood.
Jared will be number eight ...or is it nine now? There was Markus, Ryan,
Collin, Max, and whats-his-name, the doctor or neuro-surgeon or
something like that. Whatever, that's five. Then there was Jacob, Sam,
and Ben. So, Jared is nine. You have been a busy woman. You feel like
you need a vacation.
The wonderful thing about offing the awkwards and
unfortunates is there is rarely anyone except their aili,(g mothers that
notices thei r absences. The lack of concern gives you plenty of time to
take his body out to the woods or the river or some place you can just
get rid of it where animals or the natural elements are sure to destroy
it enough so no one will ever suspect murder-or you. Even if it was
ever discovered that the body was murdered, an innocent smile and
a lie-"I never even had a chance to meet him, Officer"-is
enough to
remove suspicion. Being gorgeous and normal has its advantages.
Jared will be over in about three hours now. You put on some
FallOut Boy (your guilty pleasure) as you pamper yourself before the
evening. You put special care into your appearance on these nights as
you want the last thing your victims see in their miserable existences
to be something beautiful. You knew you were beautiful before anyone
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ever told you. You smile at yourself in the mirror. Your skin is like
shining plastic. You like it that way. Some might say your beauty is
unnatural; you just think it makes you other-worldly.
7;45-your men are always early as they can't contain their
excitement. You peek out your window to see Jared walking slowly up
the sidewalk. He's trying not to be early-just
like all the men before
him. They are so predictable. If you don't have some excitement soon
you're going to get bored with all of this. It used to be such a rush,
and now it's just a chore, a duty you have to perform for the benefit
of society as a whole. There needs to be more people like you in the
world and less of them.
Jared rings the doorbell. You open the door. You hug him. You
shove the knife deep into his side. You feel his warm blood surround
your hand as he gasps for air. That's your favorite part, the gasp. You
change angles and shove the knife in deeper. You pull it out, and you
drag him to the couch. You say your speech. You let him die. Then, you
go to bed, and you sleep.
Part 2
Your eyes shoot open and something silver falls out of your hand.
"Shit!" you scream as you realize you're in the cellar. You vaguely
remember something about a guy at your door and you were talking
to him and you ...you think you killed him. Your heart rate picks up;
you just killed someone. Your hands are shaking. But you were going
to bed; why are you in the cellar now? You take a deep breath. No, a
dream, it was just a dream.
You start walking up the metal staircase toward the short door.
Sharp pains start shooting up your side at the first step. You put your
hand at your ribcage and feel the wetness covering your silk kimono.
"Shit." You gasp for air as the pain buckles your knees and throws you
against the metal. The clang echoes through the blackness below.
"Shit. Shit. Shit." You force yourself to go up one stair after another on
your knees and right hand. Your left hand continues putting pressure
on your side. You just have to make it to the phone and then to the
bathroom. You just have to get something on it to stop the bleeding.
You make it to the kitchen and heave yourself up to your feet
with the help of the counter. You can't steady yourself. One of the
knives is missing; you guess that was what you dropped downstairs,
another sleepwalking dream. You curse and search for air as your
supporting arm feels like your body weighs a thousand pounds. You
push your hip into the counter to try to stay upright as you shift your
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weight to give you a free hand. You snatch the cordless phone-dial
911.

"Hello, what's the nature of your emergency?"
"Yeah, hello. My name is Flo Rarnskin," you breath into the

receiver, "and I think ... I think I just stabbed myself."
"What is your location? You think you stabbed yourself,

ma'am?"
"Yeah. See, I'm a sleepwalker, and oh ... damn it, just send
some help, please!" The phone plummets to the hardwood floor as you
collapse again. The batteries fly, and plastic smashes in all directions.
You pray they track the call fast as you crawl to the bathroom.
The blue washcloth is dirty, but it will have to do. Better than bleeding
out at this point. You press it against the gashed hole in your side with
your right hand, and run your left under warm water to get the crimson
stains off. The smell of blood makes you nauseous.
You splash water on your face. Just don't pass out, you tell
yourself, hold it together. You look in the mirror to give yourself a pep
talk, but your face isn't alone in the reflection. A plastic smile greets
your confused eyes in the image. Jessica. You spin around, but she isn't
there. It's just your empty bathroom. You turn back to the mirror, and
Jessica winks at you. You shut your eyes tight; Jessica is only in your
dreams. You try to shake the sleep out; you're awake. She'll be gone
when you open my eyes, you're sure.
Your eyes open; she's still there.
She laughs at you. "Awake?" she asks. "Is that what you think
you are? Seriously, Flo, I never thought you were really as dumb as all
that. Look what you make me do to you in your dreams. I'm killing you."
No, no you're sure you have to be awake. Your shaking hand
searches the counter. You find the prescription for ProSom. Take two
before bed to prevent sleep walking and obstructive sleep apnea.
"See?" You hold the bottle up to the mirror. The doctor told you if you
took these meds you would be able to tell when you are awake.
"Oh no, my dear Florence. You're dreaming."
But if you're dreaming, that means no help is coming. You have
to be awake. You can't be dying. The washcloth is soaked through, and
blood drips down onto the white tile.
"You're wondering if that means help isn't coming. Well, it's
not. Florence dear, you're dying. I won. I finally destroyed the last part
of yourself that you hated-all those awkward, nerdy tendencies. I was
going to make you just like me, but now, you're dying for real." The
plastic face grins through the mirror.
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"But you're a dr-eam. I control you." Your voice is going hoarse
from screaming at the image. You can't force your legs to move, to run
to another phone. Your feet are asleep.
"You're right; you do. But frankly, dear, your subconscious is
suicidal. You always wanted to be Barbie-beautiful
like me, but you
just couldn't be. So, I got to win." She's grinning at you. "Dying with you
is just the price I have to pay, I suppose." Your reflection grabs a bag of
white chocolate dipped pretzels from your purse. Her blood red tongue
licks the chocolate off and throws the pretzel to the floor. "Yum,"
She winks at you. And you fall to the ground, your arms limp.
Darkness overcomes your mind, and everything goes fuzzy. You think
that you have to be awake. You had to be awake when you made the
phone call. It had to be real. Your body is paralyzed, but your mind
works to regain consciousness. You still feel the pain, and you try
to focus on it to keep your mind alert. You think that help has to be
coming; it has to be.
"Nighty night, Fla." Jessica chuckles in your ear. "Sweet dreams."
You can't feel the pain anymore. You can't feel anything-not
breath, not life. You are sleeping. And you will never wake up.
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Silly string found serious. Inventors freak.
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Shayne was the first person who ever admitted I was beautiful, but now
I couldn't even bring myself to look at him. Instead, I looked forward
and watched hues of my room swirl in a hazy, dizzying fog. A high
drone rung in both my ears and I felt the space between my forehead
and brain cloud with what felt like marshmallow fluff. I had a sudden
urge to run, but sat paralyzed. My entire body numbed-except
this
dull ache in my gut and chest.
Shayne spoke softly.
"I think it's for the best, Laila,' he said, trying desperately

to

make eye contact.
"You," I started, my voice cracking. "You are breaking up with
me?" I felt like I had just swallowed a rock, and I wished that I could
somehow remove that rock from my throat and throw it at his head.
Did he not know what this would do to me? He couldn't break up with
me. I was so out of his league and he knew it-he knew it!
"Hey," he said, giving me a pat on the back, like I was some
jock who didn't make the team. "We can still be friends. I would really
hate to lose our friendship, you know. It means ...everything to me." He
sounded sincere, which was annoying. I didn't want to be just friends.
That's not how this works, not with me. Any person who had the nerve
to hurt me this badly does not get to be just friends.
I looked at the Thomas Kinkade calendar my grandma got
me for Christmas and tried to imagine that I was stanqing in the little
garden outside that cottage, but it was no use. I felt a tear roll down
my cheek and hit my collar bone.
"Laila, please don't cry," he said, grabbing my hand. "I still care
about you, you know that, right?"
I cringed as his slimy hand touched mine. With eyes still glued
to the calendar, I nodded. I could not show him that I was crying over
something as stupid as him.
"You have to know that I'll always love you."
"Then why are we breaking up?" I said, swallowing

hard,

choking on that rock in my throat.
"I just think it would be better ...you know, for the both of us."
"Better for the both of us?"
"WelL." he murmured. "I just get the sense that while I am in
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love with you .:" He stopped and looked away. "I think you're reallYm
love with ...yourself."
"What?" I almost screamed.
"1-"

"I heard what you said, Shayne!
"I just-I>
"You have my permission

to leave."

I watched as he did that thing where he squeezes his eyes
shut super tight whenever he's all worked up-pressing
his palm to hi
temple and then running his hand down as if to stroke an imaginary
beard.

"Leave!" I demanded, jumping up to open the door. He jolted
his head toward me-his eyes burst open fast and wide enough that 1
saw his pupils dilate. He half shook his head, went to say something
but bit his lip, and then dawdled past me and out the door without
saying a word.

1met Shayne the summer after I graduated high school. We
were at our county fair, surrounded by all these cheap inflatable game
that they probably got from Dollar General or something. It was just
after dark, and on the chilly side of perfect. I'm sure the stars were
shining brightly, but I couldn't tell because of the harassing glow from
the fluorescent football lights.
He was with a group of friends, but sort of on the outside-like
he was there, but he wasn't really interacting with anyone in particular
His hair was done like a teenage boy's that did this sort of swoosh
thing. He was cute, but in a messy sort of way. He wore this gray
pullover sweatshirt that was way too big for him. I assumed he was
trying to make himself look bigger, but to me he looked like he had
some sort of unfortunate disease that had made him lose a bunch of
weight. I am saying all this in bitter retrospect, of course.
At the time, he was absolutely perfect.

Timidity was more natural than breathing for me in those
days. I say more natural because while 1was always shy, sometimes my
shyness actually kept me from breathing properly. 1would have never
considered initiating any sort of interaction. I was such a little freak.
I thought 1was being forward by looking in his direction, because
acknowledgement of a guy's existence seemed to be a risky kind of
flirtation.
But he wasn't like me.
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He walke~d up with unabashed confidence, and I r-emember
finding myself becoming more and more mesmerized by him-and

5

the

fact that he actually liked me.
Shayne was the first person to ever call me beautiful, and
he said things like that so frequently that I began to believe him. He
complimented me on all the things that I had problems with, like my
knobby knees or freckles or thick, auburn hair-on how nice and caring
I was, how smart and witty I could be. He complimented me on my
bright smile and loud laugh, my gentleness and my clumsiness. He
even told me that my name felt like honey in his mouth when he said
it. "Laila, darling," he would say in a low murmur.
And his stare.
No one had ever fixed their eyes on mine like he did. He had
a fearless gaze that never-not for a second-looked
away. From then
on I knew I had worth, and everyone else seemed to notice that too.
Shayne popped my shy bubble, and I actually saw myself for who he
saw me as: an awesome human being.

5

After spending a week without any social interaction
immediate family, I finally decided to go to my best
house for some guidance. As we do for any extreme
curled up on the sofa in Libby's room with big, cozy

outside of my
friend Libby's
occasion, we
knitted blankets

and Ben and Jerry's ice cream
"So you're telling me that he said he still loves you?" Libby
asked.
"Yeah." I snorted-I distinctly remember snorting and taking
another bite of ice cream before mumbling, "It doesn't make sense."
"Did he say anything else?"
(
"Well, he said that he thought I didn't love him."
"Please tell me that you corrected him."

"Did you?"
I looked down at my fingers to pick out the dirt under my nails
with my spoon less hand, partly to avoid making eye contact.
"You didn't, did you?"
I glanced up and saw her giving me that ohmygosh look.
"Laila-seriously?
Somehow that doesn't surprise me."
"What doesn't surprise you?"
"That you didn't love him."
I looked at her in disgust. With the amount of time that I spent
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at his house, I thought
the guy.

it was prettiobvious

that I was obsessed with

"Gawd, I'm sorry," she said, scraping at the bottom of her ice
cream carton. "It's just, did you?"
"Are you kidding me? He broke up with me. What does that tell
you?"
"It's just," she said, getting up to throw her ice cream carton
away, "he broke up with you because he thinks you don't love him."
"You don't believe that, do you?"
Libby looked up at the cottage cheese ceiling and let out an
exasperated sigh, as if silently asking those little bumps of plaster to
save me from the depths of my stupidity. Taking her place back on the
couch, she looked at me and said, "Well, we know that he loved you,
don't we?"
"What do you mean?"
"He told you all the time. There wasn't a day that went by
where he didn't mention how special you were."
I wasn't actually sure where she was going with this. "He said
he still loves me."
"So then he probably does." Libby shook her head, her eyes
fixed on the wall ahead of her. "You don't get it, do you?"

"l don't deserve this," 1said, running my fingers through my
freshly washed hair. "I don't deserve to go through this much crap."
"Do you want to be together?" I seriously wondered if Libby
was capable of having a conversation without asking two million
questions.
"What kind of question
"Do you love him?"

is that?" I snapped. "Of course I do."

"Really, Libby? Do I love him? He was my boyfriend,

for God's

sake."
"Well, do you?"
"You bitch," 1spat, and then huffed: "Honestly." Libby stared
at me, her mouth open. 1looked at her, as if to say she had it coming.
After a minute, I apologized, out of necessity and to get that stupid
look off her face. Mostly I was embarrassed and not so much worried
about Libby's feelings. Did I love him? Seriously? Who is this bitch?
Libby continued saying other things-about
how she thought
I didn't actually know Shayne and whatever-but
she mostly just
repeated things like a broken record. I decided to block her out. I
remembered that night and how I did my hair special for him, in tight
curls just the way he likes. He told me to loosen up, that I looked as
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tight as those curls in my hair. He held my hands in his and told me
that I was the most captivating sight he had ever seen. I was playing
with my hair in the mirror when Libby interrupted my train of thought.
"Are you seriously checking yourself out right now? There's this
thing called eye contact. It's where two sets of eyes meet to show that
they are paying attention?"
"Sorry. You were just doing that thing where you're redundant
again."
Libby looked offended. Really offended. I hate when I offend
her too much because she has these big puppyish eyes that water in a
way that makes my eyes water just by looking at them. I thought about
apologizing, but she interjected, "Lalla, do you ever think that you
might not know anything about Shayne?"
"Of course I know things about him. I love everything about
him." At this point, I was not even sure that I knew anything about
this guy that I spent so much time with. Alii did know, is that I missed
being with him and felt a deep sense of loss now that I wasn't. For
some reason, I thought Libby needed to feel this with me. "You have
no idea what I am going through," I said, glancing back at the mirror
surreptitiously so Libby wouldn't notice. "You have no idea. If you knew
what it was like to lose someone-"
"Woah," she said, her mouth agape. "Laila. Think about who
you are talking to, alright? I have lost both my mom and my sister."
"Yeah ...but Libby," I was trying to find the words, but kept
getting distracted by my reflection. "You have never loved someone the
way that I love Shayne."
"Never loved the way ..." she clasped a handful of her own hair
in each hand and rolled her eyes as far upward as they could go. She
did this when she was really frustrated. I just couldn't 6nderstand why
what I was saying was so upsetting to her. "Laila," she said, her voice
creepily calm, "I might not know what it is like to have a boyfriend,
but I sure as heck know what it is like to love someone and lose them.
You think that your petty love for Shayne means anything. Do you
even know the person you are losing? I know he loved, perhaps even
loves, you, Laila. But you do not love him. And to say that I didn't lose
someone 110-" Libby turned away to hide that she was crying.
I reached out and touched her shoulder, making her flinch-I'd
never made her flinch before. "I get all that, Libby. I really do."
"Really?" she sobbed. "Really? No you freaking don't. You don't
know at all."
"But this is different.

tt's -"
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"You are unbelievable!"
"Sorry, I j ust-"
"Whatever. But you know what I think?"
"What?"
"I think that you don't want to move on because he was the
only person who would listen to you talk about how perfect you think
you are. All you ever think about is yourself. Shayne might not be the
only person you ever lose, Laila. Look at yourself. Shayne's right. The
only person you love, is you."
I spent the next two hours walking alone along the river that ran
through our city. When dusk hit, I stopped and sat on this little iron
bench and looked out on the water-the
ripples sharp with black
shadows. I wished that I could be one of those ripples, completely
dependent on the ripples around me. I wouldn't have to deal with
Shayne. I wouldn't have to deal with Libby. They could push me around,
but I would just be along for the ride.
Shayne and Libby's words slithered through my head. Like
snakes. I hate snakes. But alii could hear were their hissing words: The

only person you love is yourself.
What the hell does that even mean?
I looked at my reflection on the water and saw that
uncomfortable shy girl that Shayne asked out on a date three years
ago. I hated that girl. She looked so frail. So ugly. What did Shayne ever
see in her?
A tear meandered down the girl's cheek, but no one was there
to wipe it away. She stood there and stared at me with her horrid, pale
face.
"What are you looking at, you piece of shit?" I said, throwing
a rock at her, little drops of water splashing my cheeks where her
tears were. Her face faded away with the ripples. Alii could see was
blackness. I pick up another rock to squeeze in my hand, thinking that
if I could make the rock crumble, I could make that ugly girl crumble
too.
I got out a pen and notebook from my backpack and started to
write down a list:
Things I love about Shayne:
1. He makes me feel beautiful.
2. He makes me feel wanted.
3. He makes me feel loved.
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Libby's words slithered

back as an anaconda, constricting

mYthoughts tighter and tighter so it felt like my brain was being
compressed to fit inside of a peanut shell, all the while hearing her
voice as if she was next to me on the bench: I might not know what it
is like to have a boyfriend, but I sure as heck know what it is like to love

someone and lose them.
What the hell is love?
I think I know what it feels like to be loved, but loving
someone? Looking back on my knowledge of 5hayne is like knowing
that I bought a book with a pretty cover from the bookstore, the kind
with the matte finish and embossed titles, the one that's nice to hold,
but never actually opened to turn its pages. If all people are books,
then maybe I'm illiterate. Maybe I don't know anything. Maybe I'm just
like this rock in my hands. I think this, turn the rock over and over, and
think it's the dullest rock I've ever seen. 50 I pitch it in the pond and
watch the ripples fan out.
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- Megan Vipond
"My little brother has ruined war movies for me"
f

- Alice Church
"ACollection of Dwellings"

- Joshua Trease
"Letter to the Editor on Why You Should Publish Me"

- Lydia Steen hoek
"MINUTE"

FIRST PLACE

~~X~:
Megan Vipond's "My little brother has ruined war movies for me," is a gripping glimpse
of siblings, war, and identity. Lively language and detail brings place and character to
life. Full of sharp craft, heart, and insight, Vipond draws a relatable and compelling
family relationship. A moving tribute, this piece stays with the reader long after the
close.

By Megan Vipond,

I I
II

Theatre

My little brother has ruined war movies for me.
I remember watching them at home, when home meant Mom
and Dad and home-cooked meals every night. When trouble meant a
'(' on a test and worry was whether or not I'd have my lines memorized
for the school play. When I screamed at my brothers for coming into
my room without knocking or for hogging the Playstation.
Dad and my brothers and I, sitting around the old, dusty TV on
stained carpet with pizza and pop. Mom could never watch. She didn't
like the death, the guns, the violence. I guess I can't blame her, not
now.
It was never real then. It was actors on a screen going through
the motions. I had no connection to them. I didn't know anyone that
was doing for their country what these actors were doing for their jobs.
I didn't know how difficult it was for the families that had to let one of
their own leave. Sure, I saw the tears, but I knew they were either fake,
just water dripping down the face, or they were forced. Actors know
how to manipulate their bodies to produce results.
I should know. I am one.
When my brother told me he was planning on serving our
country, it wasn't a real thing. He was my kid brother, will always be
my kid brother. I remember telling Mom that he was the one that
broke something, or picking on him when my parents couldn't tell me
to stop. I remember playing imagination games with him and running
around the yard, protecting ourselves from invisible foes and saving
the day. I remember playing video games with him, following him as
we maneuvered first person shooters. He always had to tell me where
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to go, and he had to save me when I inevitably

died. I knew I was never

cut out to do these things; third person games are more my speed.
Maybe it should have meant something then, that he could protect
me in those games when I was too busy worrying about something
attacking my back.
He told me once that he wanted to be a cop. I was surprised;
he was the one in our family that got pulled over the most, and he was
the one that was on their bad side. I suppose it was never his fault: he
had a taillight out, he was out late helping friends, he was hanging out
with a kid on the bad side of town because they needed someone to
understand. He told me that he didn't think the police in our area were
doing their jobs well, and he wanted to improve the system. He was a
little more grown up in that moment, but he was still just a kid. I could
still smack him around, tell him what to do, argue that I'm older and
therefore better.
It wasn't even real when he left home. I was at college then,
studying and hanging out with my friends. It was never strange that he
wasn't around, because I hadn't been around. When I thought of him,
my head always put him in his bedroom playing some dumb game on
his Xbox or out in the driveway working on his pickup truck. He liked to
claim he was a cowboy, then, and still clings to the country he thinks is
a part of him. When I picture him, he's wearing his cowboy boots with
his carpenter jeans and a sweatshirt over a dirty T-shirt. He always
wanted to move to Texas, he said, live out where the real cowboys are.
Iowa was never quite right for him.
We went to visit him over Christmas break. We stayed in a
sleazy motel room, my parents, older brother, and I. We didn't get to
see him right away, because it was a long drive and we never get going
as early in the morning as we plan. But my mother war so happy that
we'd decided to spend the extra money, and I was secretly excited
that 1would get to see him for the first time since fall semester had
started. I'd never say that, of course, and I joked about my mother's
enthusiasm. After all, I wouldn't be much of an older sister if I didn't
give him a hard time and pretend I didn't accept him as a brother.
When we finally saw him, he was in uniform. Maybe it was
a little more real then. As we sat and waited to get passes to go on
and off base, I couldn't help but take in the changes. He still wore his
glasses, and he still had that lazy way of speaking, but tacked onto the
end of every phrase was 'sir.' He stood up straighter, lightly clasped
his hands behind his back and kept his feet shoulder width apart. He
didn't sit down, but stood. Even when he changed out of his uniform
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and we were back in the cheap room that was home for the week, 1could see the differences. I was surprised. Here was my brother, only
a semester later, and he was so different. I can't say the changes were
bad, but I felt like my being an adult was nothing compared to his
change. He wasn't a kid anymore.
We did a lot of nothing all week, because it was more
important to spend time together. I noticed he was a lot more
generous with his things, telling me I should playa game on his new
laptop while he insisted my older brother playa game on his Xbox.
Then he just sat and watched. Occasionally coaching, occasionally
making fun. Sometimes he and dad would just sit and talk about the
things he was learning, and while it was familiar, it was also strange.
Before it had been about engines and cars, things I had a slight grasp
on. Now it was technical terms and things I'd never understand. When
I'd hit him and tell him not to be such a nerd, he wasn't soft like he'd
been before. Now I hurt myself on his arm, and he just shook his head
at me and grinned before threatening me with a hug that I knew I
wouldn't be able to escape from anymore.
When we finally had to leave, I couldn't give him a hug. Of
course I couldn't. That would be losing, giving in to the stereotype
of big sisters. Instead we called each other a few more names and I
watched him walk away from us, wondering when I'd get to see him
again. My older brother and I drove back to our parents-that
room-in
silence.
No one ever talks about siblings when one leaves. It's
always the parents, and how hard it is to let their child leave. It's the
significant other, who has to live with a long-distance relationship. No
one really thinks about how hard it is for the ones that were raised
alongside each other, alongside the one gone. When my brother
left, it was never real, because it couldn't be; we weren't allowed to
be adults. We weren't allowed to be living away from home. But we
certainly weren't allowed to be training for war. After all, it was just a
little while ago that we were using our imaginations in the backyard,
staying up past our 9:00 bedtime, beating each other up, hoping for
good presents from Santa. We were dreaming of a day when we were
allowed to make our own rules and watch R-rated movies.
We went to see American Sniper on Friday night. The theater
was packed, as we expected it to be. My brothers, father, and I had
been talking about the movie, about how good it looked and how we
wanted to see it. I bragged to them that I was going, and for cheaper
than they could go. My friends and I chattered excitedly before the
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movie began, and waited expectantly as it finally started playing. Then
I started comparing the main character to my little brother. How he
was a country boy before he decided to enlist. How determined he was
to make it. How much he changed, how much straighter and stiffer he
stood. And then I was scared. This could be my little brother. He could
be sent off to do horrible things, things he would never be able to
forget. Honorable things, but awful. He could be sent away and never
come home again. I could lose him. That's when it finally hit me that
everything was real.
That my little brother had ruined war movies for me.
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'Remhadt'~ Elephant
By Abigail Stoscher, Theatre & Worship Arts
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SECOND PLACE

~~X~:
!'taunting, human, and perceptive, "A Collection of Dwellings" by Alice Church is a
powerful and thought·provoking reflection on the shifting nature of home and identity.
HoW experiences and others shape our sense of self is explored in subtle, complex
detail, and memorable images and narrative confidence drive the piece home.

tt~~1)~
By Alice Church, Sociology

Home. I want to write about what that word means. I want to write
gracefully and eloquently and elicit a response in the reader, and
in myself. But my subscription to the OED isn't active while I'm offcampus, and even ifit were, I doubt I could ever express myself the
way I want to. So this will be messy, this will be casual, this will be ugly.
This will be for one mind, one set of eyes, and one person alone. But
even as I write those words, I recognize the falsehood within them.
While I am the only person these words are intended for, I realize that
I will not always remain myself. I will not always stay the person that
I am now. So while these words-these
messy, jumbled words-are
intended only for myself, I know they will not reach just the one person
that I am now. They will be seen and absorbed by the person that I
am in the future. Future-Alice will read them and smile and shake her
head and remember what it was like to sit in a dark closet and listen
to a very specific playlist and think about what it was for some place
to be a home. Future-Alice will remember the homes o~ Present-Alice
but also the homes Present-Alice hasn't encountered yet. This will be
a different document for Future-Alice. But regardless of any timelines,
this document remains for the overall being that, while ever changing,
somehow remains Alice.
I want to read what I've written. I want to go back and pick
through it and edit it and fix what's wrong. But that's not what this is
about. This isn't about the time travel every person experiences, or my
flawed form of writing. This is about one little word, seemingly simple
and easily defined. But I don't want to write about the definition of
this word-not
exactly. I guess ... I haven't been sure what I'm going to
write about. But I guess ...l guess this is a definition. Or rather, a few
definitions.

More than a few.
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Home. To all my experiences, for all my homes, they are
~
someplace safe. Not all safe in the same ways, not all safe from all
things, but nevertheless a place where I don't have to worry about
my basic survival, a place where I am able to exist without fear of a
premature end. Home was a place where I had a bed and a bathtub.
Home was a place where I had a box mattress and a floor covered in
books, clothes, and toys. Home was a place where I would run out to
the big rock in the front yard when a storm was coming. Home was
a place where I could go outside in the middle of the night to walk
and sing. Home was a room that was either too hot, or too cold; a
room with walls covered in pictures from magazines. Home was a
place where I could sit outside and watch the sky fall down for hours.
Home was a fresh blue room that smelled like soap and was alive
with sounds. Home was where I stayed up until 5:30 in the morning
just to ensure the innocence of my client. Home was playing monster
on Saturday mornings, and having fish sticks in the evening. Home
was wrapping up in scraps of sheets and running through the night
pretending to be some sort of ghost. Home was falling backwards off
the swing and forgetting how to breathe. Home was a fragrant, fresh
cut, homegrown Christmas tree. Home was sitting on the chicken
coop roof when a stranger pulled into the driveway, and hiding on
the South side until they left. Home was climbing up the water tower,
climbing up a tree, climbing on a roof. Home was hands covered in
sap, feet covered in dirt, and knees stained by grass. Home was rocks,
tents, water, blankets, cats, books on a trampoline. Home was dirt hills
melting under heavy rain. Home was rocks, crackers in the bed. Home
was crying in a dark hallway, or reading by a nightlight. Home was a
cat hidden under blankets, secret games of cards on the parents' bed,
50-turn games of Mario Party 5. Home was a fold-out couch. Home was
realizing I didn't have to stop loving one thing to love another.
Home was falling in love with everything that is so easy to
admit love for. Falling in love with Faunts, with a blue alien, with
Depressed (now Lost) Children, with a snarky Prince who only realized
what was most important too late. Home was being late for work
because I was playing Assassin's Creed. Home was eating pizza bites
and macaroni and cheese and fending for myself. Home was sadness
and confusion and self-exploration
that others wanted to halt. Home
was where we fought and made up and never completely forgave.
Home was a place where Mom brought doughnuts once a week. Home
was a place where, for a short time, I got the treatment I felt I was
entitled to as the youngest child. Home was a place where I could talk
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about things not everything, not always, but not never, not nothing.
Home was a place where I laid on the floor and bawled over the
death of a most beloved character. Home was a place where I never
questioned what it meant to love. Home was a place where I decided
that I would do as I was supposed to, and I would love everyone. Home
was a place where I realized I didn't have to like everyone. Home was
questioning the validity of every friendship, of every relationship.
Home was where I first hated my father. But home was my father
reading bedtime stories and us pretending to be asleep when my
mother came upstairs. Home was lying in bed, waiting for Mom to sing
me my goodnight songs and stroke my arm. Home was sleeping in a
hallway because I wasn't wanted in my room. Home was a place where
I got to know myself through trial and error. Home was where I started
to become myself. Home was seclusion, and necessary over-reliance
on media. Home was not being good enough. Home was learning that
no matter what anyone else says, it's alright to be who I am.
Home wasn't anyone thing. Home wasn't a flaking white house,
nor was it a square schoolhouse at the bottom of a hill. Home wasn't a
literal description of a place, but rather an accumulation of events that
transpired within those acres. Home was climbing through culverts,
writing on the road with sticks, walking through the woods without
parental knowledge or permission. Home was self-loathing based off
my gender. Home was discovery and acceptance that my sex doesn't
make me less of a person. Home was a jumble of people, of memories,
of emotions. Home was overwhelming joy, and nights filled with tears.
Home. Home is ...was room 306. More than that, home was third
floor. The Armoury, the Sweatbox, the bathroom, Sarah's room. Home
was sitting in my room, playing Saints Row IV. Home was saying "no"
to supper when I wanted to say "yes." Home was stickiflg my legs over
my bed as a way of putting myself out there, so they would ask me to
play telephone pictionary. Home was going to the pumpkin patch even
though I had RUSH practice. Home was slowly, slowly allowing myself
to socialize, to give people a chance to give me a chance. Home was
eating jello eyeballs and staring deeply into a stranger's mask without
breaking face. Home was long walks to check mail. Home was ice
cream every Friday after Lit. Home was passing notes in Psych. Home
was an extra-long bed. Home was hearing Hana sing the National and
David Bowie in the hallway. Home was VIXX's comeback. Home was
talking to Sarah for the first time. Home was watching Watchmen with
Hana and discovering a shared appreciation of Leonard Cohen. Home
was crawling through the tunnels under Hospers. Home was sitting in
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the hallway for hours.

__

Home is so many things. Home just isn't anyone place. Home
is moments and feelings and people. Home is listening to a brand new
favorite song, or the one you've loved since you were fourteen. Home
is listening to Christmas music. Home is cuddling up under blankets
when it's cold. Home is a cup of hot tea on a cloudy day. Home is
sleeping with friends. Home is pennies. Home is an unreliable ice
cream machine, and a friend with a shared love of nail polish. Home
is other people saying "gross" when they mean "wonderful." Home is
staying up until three in the morning talking about trees and interior
design and religious beliefs. Home is protecting badger children,
especially Fat Stripe. Home is... Home is so many things. Home can
be central air and heating, a pantry with a desk, a large window that
reminds me that myoId front yard used to be bigger than my entire
current property. Home is so many things. But right now, home isn't
what I have. Home is what I had and what I will have, but most of
all, home is what I miss. Home is Anime and a broken chair and a
weird boy that kept saying "hi." Home is kissing in dark hallways, in
lit hallways, in bedrooms, in cars, in a lounge. Home is asking and
being asked what their favorite color is. Home is a key to someone
else's hollow muscular organ. Home is holding hands, and hugs. Home
is Subway for breakfast at three in the afternoon. Home is watching
the Olympics. Home is lying naked on someone else's floor. Home is
strawberries and chocolate, Thin Mints, Poptarts, mint M&M's, and
tea. Home is breaking rules and furniture. Home isn't a place. Home is
moments and feelings and person.
I want to go home.
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THIRD PLACE

~~X~:
Joshua Trease's "Letter to the Editor on Why You Should Publish Me" is a vibrant and
engaging piece brimming with voice. Much more than a plea for publication, this piece
showS self-awareness, ambition, and a remarkably drawn character ofa modern young
adult. Sprinkled with insightful and entertaining observations of life, self, and others,
Trease's letter is both hilarious and informing.
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By Joshua Trease, History
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& Writing

and Rhetoric

To The Editor of the Spectrum,
I will be the first to admit that I am not the greatest writer who ever
existed, even though I only admit this because it's pretty obvious.
There are plenty of better writers, like James Joyce, John Grisham, or
that fourteen year-old who lives down the street from the college.
While all of them would be much better choices for publication, I hold
one distinct advantage over them: none ofthemgo
to this school. Your
choices already narrow.
There are other student writers SUbmitting, I am sure, but I can
assure you that choosing to publish me is the right thing to do. Not
necessarily because I'm a better writer or because their pieces aren't
good enough, though. The reason why you should publish me is more
complicated than mere technical skill or talent. Allow ~e to tell you a
short story.
I have been writing for a very long time. The first story I
remember writing was in second grade, when, in incredibly bad
handwriting and with lackluster spelling, I crafted a tale about a
dinosaur who couldn't find enough food to eat. It was a classic retelling
of the Grapes of Wrath, and it gave me my lifelong dream of becoming
a published writer. Throughout junior-high and high school, I worked
towards this goal, writing page after page of acceptable work. I never
got published during this time, but that was only to be expected. I was
young, and it is rare to be published at such a young age.
This fact did not, however, stop me from being upset about the
success of young writers who did achieve such a lofty goal. My voodoo
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dolls of Christopher Paolini never worked, though, and I had- to settle
for steaming jealousy. I'm now twenty-two years old, about the age
Stephen King was when his career really started taking off. His secret
I think, was the spike he had above his desk where he would impale'
every rejected draft. I have no such spike, because I have no rejected
drafts, because I've never been rejected, because I've never finished
anything.
Believe me, I've tried. I have a lot of incomplete drafts, some
short and some long, that are sitting in a folder on my desktop. Good
Lord, though, how can I be expected to finish anything when there's so
much else to do? Due to the abundance of entertaining activities, my
attention span has been reduced to that of a cat that has somehow
learned to work the coffee machine. There are comic books to read,
cartoons to watch, and card games to play. I have seven video games
I need to finish, and I just bought another one. Pro wrestling is on
tonight, and even though it won't be any good, I just have to know what
will happen next in this soap opera that sometimes involves people
getting punched in the face. And if I ever get all this fun stuff done, I
have 200 pages to read for class tomorrow.
Besides, writing is hard.
For example, it took me forever to figure out what to submit
to your publication. Initially, I was going to write a short story about
meeting Jesus at an all-night diner. I got two pages into it before
realizing that Jesus wouldn't eat breakfast sausage. So now that file is
sitting somewhere on my computer along with a story about a pianoplaying ghost, a mobster who presses flowers, and a man who hasn't
left his two-room apartment in a week. There are a thousand other
discarded pages I've written over the last ten pages that I so dearly
wish I had now. If I had them all, I could staple them together in a
random order, pass them off as avant-garde, sell them to a publishing
house in Portland, and live off the disposable income oftrust-fund
hipsters for a few years. And by the time I milked that udder dry, I
would have enough new discarded material to do it again.
This option is long gone, though, due to my disgust with what
I've written eventually leading me to delete it. I have to seek options
elsewhere and who other than my family would be qualified to give
them?
Originally, I never wanted to get advice from my family and
never asked for it. However, grandmothers have license to give advice
about anything they want to give advice about. "Write sappy romance
novels with Fabio on the cover. Women like your mother eat that up,"
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she said. Now of course I know that Fabio hasn't done modeling for a
romance novel cover since the 90s, and I knew that I had no interest in
writing such books due to some sense of a higher purpose. I told my
grandmother that writing things I had no interest in purely for profit
would make me a sellout.
I didn't realize it then, but in order to sellout, I would first have
to have a public persona to change and a fanbase to betray, both of
which require some amount of success, which in turn requires actually
completing a story. The sellout excuse, therefore, wouldn't really work.
So now I tell my grandmother that I don't really know anything about
romance novels when secretly I steal such books from my mother's
shelf, binge-read them, cry a little bit, and put them back.
My father's advice was a bit different. He has read more subpar fantasy than anyone that I've ever known, so it made sense that
he would be able to tell me what audiences want to see in books. His
advice was pretty simple when I told him that I wanted to be a writer.
"I don't like pickles on my Big Mac," he said. Which, come to think of
it, is the same advice he gave me when I told him I wanted to go to
school to study history, the same advice he gave my older sister when
she announced her theatre ambitions, and the same thing he tells my
little sister who I believe wants to major in theology. I've yet to work
at McDonalds, and my siblings haven't either. I don't think he was ever
that serious about it, since he never tried to stop us from chasing our
dreams, but I wish he would have told me why he read the entirety of
Robert Jordan's works when Robert Jordan is the literary equivalent of
E-Z Cheese.
My last hope for good advice was my mother. "Write sappy
romance novels with Fabio on the cover. Women like me eat that up;'
she said. I told her that Grandma already gave me thatadvice, so she
had to think of something new or forever be compared to her mother.
My mother sighed and gave me a fool-proof three-step plan. Step one:
Marry a pre-law student or some rich Dutch family's heiress. Step two:
Make her believe you'll be a successful writer someday so that she'll
support you until you write a best-seller. Step three: Buy her a new car.
I think the last step my mother included was wishful thinking on her
part at the time, because she really wanted dad to buy her a new car.
She eventually got it, but not because he wrote a best seller. They're
just in love.
I had, and still do have, a few problems with this plan. First
of all, I would essentially be a house-husband, and such a position
usually involves children, and I just don't think I would make a very
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good father. Secondly, I have this weird idea about true love and
marrying the right girl for reasons unrelated to economic status.
Finally, keeping a girl interested in me for more than three months is
pretty much impossible for me. I managed to keep a girl around for
three months and a week once, but it doesn't really count, seeing as
she was in a coma for most of it.
However, I'm getting older, and therefore, more desperate. It's
obvious that I won't be achieving publication at a young age-at least
not in anything that will set me up for life. Therefore, it occurs to me
that my mother's advice is probably the best I will get. So allow me to
finally answer the question, "Why should we publish you?"
It's very simple. Your publication is the only way' will be able
to find a girl who is into writers, will have a lucrative degree, and put
up with me being a total mooch until I somehow finish writing a bestseller. And then "II buy her a new car.
Sincerely,
Joshua Trease
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By Jessica Ausborn, Ancient History
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Creative structure and an eye for the human in the nonhuman make "Minute" by lydia
5teenhoek an engrossing and lovely read. A mature and valuable attention to small
things ties her reflections together, and can be seen both in her words and her artwork.

By Lydia Steen hoek, Writing and Rhetoric
Quick now, here, now, a/ways
A condition of complete simplicity (costing not less than everything)
And all shall be well and all manner of thing shall be well...
- TS Eliot, 4 Quartets
You whispered 'living' loud
And 'dying' low
And ever repeated, 'BE:
-Rainier Maria Rilke, The Book of Hours

It is four o'clock in the afternoon on a lazy Sunday-one of those endof-summer days where the sun holds the atmosphere still like thick,
sweet honey. The light burns shadows on the pavement, and the birds
wing by. Green leaves drip gold.
Nature is brevity-it exists in the flash of the moment. While
the cooler breezes and dying leaves hint at the coming autumn, nature
is not the promise, but the present. Now is the breeze, scratching fallen
leaves over the pavement, the passing shade of a cloud, the verdant
grass, the glimpse of a beetle. Now is the imagined creeeak of a sapling
stretching itself a little taller, the chatter af a squirrel, the rustling
grasses. Naw is the moment when the ordered wild of the landscape is
beautiful.
There are certainly more impressive sights than this one,
but even the most ordinary sights become infinitely rich in the
present-moments
happening within moments. Look, and the minimal
landscape-trimmed
grass, solitary oaks, coneflowers in the mulch,
the details of a single leaf, the tattered wings of a dead butterfly, the
striations of a fallen twig, the pockmarked face of a brick-become
busy with life.
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These briefer things have lessons to teach in the grass, over
the flowers, in the shadows, and beneath the leaves. On this lazy
sunday afternoon, I turn to listen and receive a gift-the simple poetry
of overlooked things.

Sawing from the old
cottonwoods
iridescent

- the summer sound,

and unseen.

What the cicada first saw was the absence of seeing. An allencompassing darkness. Life underground. Sucking juices from the
roots of the massive oak tree. The cicada dreamed, but not of light,
which was too unfamiliar for dreaming. The cicada dreamed of
darkness, root juice, crowded conditions, more darkness. Even when
the ancient memory of instinct stirred it from dreams and the cicada
and its hundreds of siblings dug their way out from the roots, it was
under the darkness of night.
The young cicada had seen darkness and roots for sixteen
years when it finally crawled into the time for light and leaves. The
mature nymphs split their skins down the back and emerged, pale,
trembling, and with wings. Now, its reality for the remaining two to four
weeks of life was the dinosaur-back bark of the oak. The males cleared
their throats and began to serenade while the light turned them black
and hard and shimmering with iridescence, like the summer haze.
What kind of small impact did the first moment of sunrise
make on the cicada? Perhaps it was stunning and familiar-the
sun,
a kindred spirit, also lived its life in a glorious flash. Cicadas, though
spawned in darkness, are born to be creatures ofthe sun, with mating
calls like tickling sweat and hovering sunlit motes. And, like the sun
dies in darkness and is reborn each morning, the cicada dies and is
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But the cicada, so focused on living and creating more life,
saw none of this significance. The sun was merely the sign of living.
The oak tree, from root to leafy crown, was the whole of its world.
The coneflowers and concrete yards away, the activity of the ants that
shared the old tree, meant very little-why
worry when there are only
weeks to live? What mattered was the wonder of singing in chorus, the
ultimate fulfillment in creating life, the simple glory in the sun and
home, the oak tree.
And when the cicada finally ceases to see, it will fall with the
bodies of its newly hatched children to the soil, born again under
cover of darkness.

/I

X marks the spot for
a convocation of old
couples on park benches.

On one of the concrete ledges warmed by the sun, boxelder bugs begin
to gather. Normally they would prefer a house's siding, where the gaps
provide refuge from passing birds and curious children, but it's far too
nice a day to be hidden in the shadows. So instead, they lounge in the
open, coupling up and going for a stroll in the sun.
The boxelder bug seems a truly unremarkable insect. It is
small, quiet, and eats leaves without damaging them. Its black body
does not immediately catch the eye. Its main occupation appears to
be sitting quietly and gathering in large numbers. It is more homely
than disgusting. And yet, despite its gentle habits, nobody admires
the boxelder bug the way they do butterflies, or studies it as they
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would a passing grasshopper. At best, they are considered a nuisance,
degrading sun-warmed areas with their large numbers and staining
excrement.
Still, they can be surprising to the careful observer. Although
their defining feature is their large numbers, each boxelder bug
showcases a subtle artistry: red eyes, and a scarlet 'X' crossing that
simple charcoal body. The angles of its legs suggest a certain delicate
motion. By some criteria, they could be considered beautiful. As for
the boxelder's habits, there is a particular charm in its unwritten
Hippocratic behavior. "I'll just sit here, thanks:' it peeps while the ants
devour dead caterpillars, the bees go to war, and the grasshoppers
endlessly consume.
The boxelder couples on the concrete don't seem to mind
their own unexciting dispositions. Their charcoal-colored bodies
are just beautiful enough for one another. A bit of leaf matter is
just sustenance enough to keep body and soul together. A warm
patch and convocation offriends are just enough happiness for a
lifetime. The boxelder bug is a lesson in perception. Ugly or visually
interesting? Quiet or gentle? Boring or functional? It is ultimately up
to the observer. But for the one who is truly looking and listening, the
boxelder offers a lesson in unrushed simplicity. Just the comforts of a
warm place in the sun, a park bench, and a clawed hand to hold.

III

Made for warm,
hazy days; sharp and sweet
all at once.

It is 0 beautiful Sunday afternoon, and the bees are buzzing through
the coneflawers. The sun cotches every oval leaf, every faded purple
petal, shining through the gaps in the trees' foliage. A magical golden
glow seems ta hang over the entire landscape. It is approximotely four
o'clock in the afternoon. Worker I and Worker II have just arrived at the
scene, crowded with flies, grasshoppers, and other insects.
Worker I - buzzing happily: It seems like the old patch is really hopping
today.

==t=========-~
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this afternoon is excellent. Coneflowers, Black-eyed-Susans, other
perennial fare ... I'm sure the colony will be pleased.
Worker I - Wouldn't you rather have it all to ourselves, though? It
doesn't seem classy to be shoving our way in with all these-excuse
me
(dodging 0 scatterbrained white cabbage butterfly)-OTHERS around.
Worker II Sipping happily on a Black-eyed Susan: Mmm. Not sure it
matters. These taste even better when the weather's so nice. I say
(sLurps LoudLy)-1 say, if the masses want to eat cake, then let them eat
cake.
Worker I - How very elitist of you.
Worker 11- I Suppose. We could sting them.
Worker I - You've got to be joking. Do you have a death wish?
Worker II-Hah! No-I don't fancy having a very large portion of my guts
violently ripped out in the name of defending the hive, and all. Just
being facetious.
Worker I - Yes, as usual. (takes offfor the next flower) Well, chop chop.
Back to the old grind. Besides, these wonderfully red petals just have
to mean the nectar is also wonderfully tasty.
The Workers spend the remainder of the afternoon flower-hopping,
sipping nector to diligently bring back to the hive Larvae. As they go,
pollen clings to their hairy legs, traveling flower to flower. Thus, the
bees faithfully fulfill their rale in the pollination process. Do the bees
know that they're pulling double duty? Perhaps they would demand
more extravagant wages if they did. But for now, they cantinue to buzz
around the landscaped perenniaLs, campletely absorbed in their work,
blissfully unaware of the fact that they are part of a dwindling, dying
race.
IV

All legs, pinhead
body. Picking along, stepping
with care; careful, carefully.
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The most obvio~us feature of a daddy longlegs is as tEe name might
suggest) the legs. Its small, round body is so insubstantial it seems to
be only the sum of the point where its lengthy, delicate limbs meet. It
is these legs that make the daddy longlegs so easily recognizable-on
the bark of a tree, in the shadows of a garden wall, crawling up a picnic
table, yanked off by a viciously curious child.
Although it is easily recognized, the daddy longlegs is a bundle
of unknowns and misconceptions. Contrary to popular belief, they are
not actually spiders, but arachnids in the order Opioliones. Unlike true
spiders, they lack the ability to produce silk, and so do not construct
webs as true spiders do. They also have no curves, with their head,
thorax, and abdomen fused into one. Perhaps it is this absence of the
feminine hourglass figure that gives them such a masculine perception
(or maybe because unlike spiders, daddy longlegs have a penis).
Ironically, they make great mothers, but not very good fathers.
Perhaps some of the misconceptions have sprung up because
of the legs-they seem so fantastic, so the creature that owns them
must be nightmarishly fascinating as well. Those legs look like a
child's pencil drawing, gangly and delicately tangled and not of this
world. It is so easy to imagine a silent killer on stilts stalking through
the grass like something out of a nightmare.
The daddy longlegs quietly refuses expectations-not
a spider,
not a killer. In reality, the daddy longlegs feeds on decomposing
plant and animal matter. It doesn't even have fangs. The only poison
it produces is a stink from its body for defensive purposes-really,
it's disappointing. The long legs are actually nerve centers, like
antennae used to feel its way around and make sense of the world.
Those ridiculous legs are the pencil-line signs of the daddy longlegs'
sensitivity to the world, curiosity and even empathy.
(

V

Bohemian scarves
fluttering around coneflowersa silent perch.

The Painted Lady butterfly started out its life as a thing unseen, resting
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beginning, and a homely one, really; its first impression would have
been one of utter blandness, even disgust. An ant-sized larvae, a hairy
brown caterpillar, no special features or eye-catching color to speak
of. The caterpillar did not dream of flight, nor of decadent wings; how
can you dream of what has never been seen or conceived? Leaves
and a breeze and occasional danger were all it knew. Perhaps, as it
lay munching on the spear-shaped leaves of some perennial, the
caterpillar saw a moth flutter by, and wondered without dreaming. The
possibility of flight was something beyond and better than its humble
fantasies.
After growing larger, fatter, hairier (the typical aging process),
when the ancient memory of instinct stirred, the painted lady
caterpillar hung itself upside down and ensconced itself in a chrysalis,
a light-catching piece of organic jewelry. It was brown as the caterpillar
had been. The four-day transformation was not a beautiful process
either, as the caterpillar was reduced into a sort of embryonic soup
and carefully reconstructed.
But after emerging, wet and new, and drying in the summer
sun, the homely caterpillar was revealed to be something quite
different. Those who saw the delicately fluttering wings, the vibrant
orange and white, the inky Rorschach blots reflecting their own desires
back at them, could not deny that the painted lady was beautiful. Even
the scientists saw it and named her Vanessa cardui.
But what was the self-perception of the butterfly? Did she look
at her glorious wings, her softly furred body the color of ash bark, the
delicacy with which she alighted on a flower, the black curling tongue
with any kind of wonder? For the painted lady, new wings carried her
to food on every flower, new legs were for standing, and a new tongue
was for drinking nourishing nectar. It was the self-perceived beauty
of practicality. But, for the memories of the small brown caterpillar
lounging on a leaf, it might have been a practicality beyond its wildest
dreams. And the painted lady, now blissfully unaware, lives two weeks
of beauty, forgetting the caterpillar that couldn't even begin to dream
of what it would become.

Postscript: One Girl on the Concrete Steps
No woman is an island, but to be alone when the sky is blue
and bright, when the wind breathes the sweat away, when the insects
whirr and hum and crackle through the landscaping-nothing
to do but
to sit, nothing to do but take it all in-then to be alone feels like the
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purest of Sabbaths. In every precious moment, I sense it: the boxelder
resting on my hand, the cicadas' summer chorus in the trees, the
butterflies and bees buzzing around my feet, the daddy longlegs hiding
in the shadows.
I sit, I listen, and I learn from each moment speaking. Wispy
white-beard clouds puff across the cotton candy sky. I imagine that
they are stallions, made of vapor, chasing each other across the
endless blue plains. Lines from the poet Kalidasa I learned in another
moment long ago under a similarly blue and perfect sky echo in the
sight:

Look to this day: for it is life, the very life of life.
In its brief course lie all the verities and realities of your
existence.
The bliss of growth, the glory of action, the splendor of
ochievement...
For yesterday is but a dream and tomorrow only a vision,
But today, well-lived, makes every yesterday a dream of
happiness and every
tomorrow a vision of hope.
Look well, therefore, to this day!
Nature is brevity-but it is also eternal, moment to moment,
constantly reconstituted. Every second, every infinite NOW,is
beautifully remade. An ant appears for only a minute and lives only a
day or so more. But, in that minute and in the sum of minutes, there
is infinite beauty to be appreciated. Even the insignificant insects sing
small poems for the careful observer. In the lull of a sleepy Sunday
afternoon, I can hear them calling me to resist the rus/1 of time and
appreciate the nature around me. Be humble. Be quiet. Be vivacious. Be
surprised. Be simple. Be present, they buzz.
And, for the space of an afternoon, I am.
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By Amie Adams, Writing and Rhetoric
Rain tracks, he thought. Rain tracks. Another thought for the notebook.
But later, later.
-Gary Paulson, The Island
Gray clouds blanket the sky. The air is motionless. A small patch of
probable precipitation has settled over our camp. Unconcerned, we all
wander down to the lake anyway. A little more water won't spoil our
swim. Out in the arms of the lake, we splash and laugh, making waves
on the still surface as we jump from the yellow raft into the gray-green
murky depths. We pull out the big foam rescue board and pretend to
surf by leaping off the raft and seeing how far we can balance on the
board before falling off. We line ourselves up on it, six of us trying to
sit and stay afloat as it tips and sinks, tips and sinks. In the distance,
two of our friends swim out toward the island.
Suddenly, the sky opens up. Rain. It plops into the water all
around us as we laugh and play. We ignore it at first. What's a little
more water after all? It's a warm, late-June rain and we are all already
soaked.
But, wait.
Stop a moment.
Listen.
Water hitting water makes the tiniest of splashes. Looking
closely at the way that the droplets hit the surface and ripple out, I can
see that the original drop almost looks like it's bouncing off the water
and is being pulled back up instead offalling.
It's a curious thing.
I get our group to be still and I tilt onto my back and just float
there, absorbing the moment. Raindrops fall peacefully all around me
and I hear their small, dainty echoes beneath the surface.

Under the bridge, water pours through the round, gray mouth of the
culvert, foaming as it enters the muddy creek, flowing over rocks. A
variety of ripples and swirls dance across the surface, bringing life to
what is normally a slick line of mud in late August. The wind rustles
through the trees. Birds chirp. But, something is different today,
something is making the creek come alive. It's the rain.
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Rain. It gives a glowing

ook to the trees on the trai

as It

out the green moss on the bark.
Rain. It falls into the water in a symphony of different

rings

pitches,

leaving perfect circular ripples that grow wider and wider until they
disappear.
Rain. It leaves tracks across the page that I write on. It shines
on the leaves of every plant and drips off of pine needles in glistening
balls.
The rain is making this place beautiful

in a secret kind of

way. When I looked out my window this morning, I was hesitant to
come. However, the world outside my window is alive with beauty on
this damp day. The gray skies give the bright green hues a chance
to stand out more than when they compete with the blue heavens.
Vibrant yellow flowers make this dismal day lively again, contributing a
reminder of sunshine. A green hue is even spreading up the pillars that
support the bridge as if it were another living thing growing out of the
ground. Wet stones scattered on the creek bed stand out like gleaming
treasure in the rich black mud.
The longer I sit here, the less frequently

the rain drops fall. The

sky becomes more white than gray. Every time I glance up, it looks a
little lighter, like everything is coming into sharper focus. Reflections
of overhanging branches silhouetted against a gray sky appear on
the surface of the water. Colors change. Although I can sense the light
bringing a beauty all its own to the creek, I find myself wishing for the
sun to stay hidden a little longer behind the clouds so the rain can
continue to fall.

Today, the rain is sad.
(
Staring through my car window, windshield wipers flicking back
and forth on the highest setting, I see the slate gray river reflecting the
cloud-covered sky. The clouds are floating to the east, bringing the rain
with them. To the west, a patch of blue, or maybe just a different gray,
is slowly creeping in. The sky is a gradient of gray and blue-wispy dark
clouds, sheets of gray, and hints of a blue sky that hasn't quite broken
through. Raindrops splash on the surface of the tree-lined river. On the
far bank, trees with dark green leaves stretch along the river's edge;
bright green stalks of goldenrod brush up next to my car. The trees on
this side have the same lively look to them as the ones near the creek
because moss covers their trunks, but I am not as enthralled by the
rain today. It is keeping me trapped in the car and families that came
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to this state park for Labor Day weekend cooped up in their campers.
I want sunshine. I cannot find the beauty in the damp grayness. I pine
for my friends and the carefree days of midsummer when a little rain
was no reason to keep us off the water. Staring at the river with a
curious longing, feeling confined by the cold, autumn rain, I wonder
what lies around the bend.
When the rain subsides enough for me to pop the trunk of my
VW Bug, I climb into the back where I can hear and smell the outside,
but I stay huddled in my sleeping bag. Thunder rolls in the distance.
Cars whir by on the highway. I can never escape the sound of cars.
Rain continues to drip from the trees into puddles on the gravel.
Its constant rhythm reminds me of the sound that the water makes
when it rushes over stones in the small creek, but the river moves
too slowly to make a sound. The cool air flowing into the car smells
damp. As I gaze at the river, still longing for the carefree days of warm
summer rain, a speck of red catches my eye. A boat. A red canoe with
two passengers appears around the bend. Where in the world did they
come from? I wonder. They could not have avoided the downpour. I am
surprised that their small boat hasn't been swamped with water. They
wave to me as they drift by, and I yearn for their spirit of adventurethe spirit of adventure I once had before the rain got colder and the
days got shorter. I watch them until the boat rounds the bend and
floats out of sight, and summer slowly drifts away with them, fading
slowly to autumn, while the cold raindrops continue to beat away on
the window panes and trap me inside myself.
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By Amie Adams, Writing and Rhetoric

I believe in running down a wooden dock and jumping into liquid stars.
I believe that joy leads us to do spontaneous things. I believe that joy
makes ordinary days extraordinary.
We stayed. While everyone else went to bed for the night, my
brother, sister, and I continued to worship in the deserted chapel.
Traces of the happy tears, whispered prayers, joyous laughter, guitar
chords, and drum beats lingered all around us, clinging to every
crevice of the dilapidated building. Another night of joy soaked into
the very fibers of the wood. After the quiet, reverent tones of a song
that I've now forgotten slipped away, I changed the playlist on the
computer from "reflective" to a mixture of our favorite, upbeat songs.
Soon we were jumping and dancing all around and laughing with joy
under the warm glow of the stage lights. I smiled as the sound of the
song "Marvelous Light" filled the chapel. It quickly grew in volume
and energy until the words, "Into marvelous light I'm running, out of
darkness, out of shame," poured out of the dusty speakers. In that
moment, joy led me to sprint circles around the rows of wooden pews
that sat on the uneven concrete floor, winding my way from the stage
to the back wall over and over, making myself so dizzy that more than
once I had to stop to keep myself from tripping. Accelerating back
up the side aisle, I leapt onto the blue carpeted stage and heard the
words, "Lift my hands and spin around, see the joy that I have found,"
pouring over me. We all ran, leapt, and shouted, worshipping as the
song swelled and dropped in waves until it faded away into silence.
The music ended, and we stepped outside. The cool breeze outside the
hot, humid chapel filled our lungs as we breathed in the early summer
night.
We ran. We didn't have time to change into swimsuits,
grab towels, or anything. No. This had to be done now. Our pure,
exhilarating joy could not be contained. We ran down the hill to the
dark sand, threw off our shoes and socks, and I took off at a dead
sprint, the dock creaking under my pounding footsteps. I flew off
the end into the shock of cold, black water. It cooled me instantly,
and I surfaced with a giant smile on my face as my brother and
sister splashed into the water after me. We swam out to the yellow
floating raft, affectionately called the "butter pad," and climbed
aboard. We laid there in soaking wet clothes, surrounded by darkness
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intermittently
broken up by scattered white flecks of light above us.
Almost in unison, we each let out a contented sigh, and I swear that I
could hear our smiles.
We drove. Three days later, we took a short road trip because
nothing feels more like freedom than driving down a forgotten country
highway through July corn as the sun sets off in the horizon. We took
a detour and started chasing the elusive orange ball just because we
could. I turned up the music a little bit louder and our voices grew a
little bit stronger because we didn't care how we sounded. I closed my
eyes, losing myself in a sea of beautiful lyrics sung by the collective
voice of my brother and sisters. As the last notes faded into silence,
I opened my eyes to find that we were driving through rolling hills
that glowed with golden halos. A few turns later, the road drifted
away from the hilly prairie, past level cornfields, and into a darkening
tree-rimmed paradise. The word paradise doesn't over-exaggerate the
quiet, hidden beauty of Ingham Lake. The road became a curvy path
that suspended us between the still waters of a slough and a lake. My
heart flipped over in my chest the same way it does whenever I drive
over that spot. That road is a bridge into a magical world. It will always
be the road that leads me home. Trees surrounded us and crickets and
cicadas hummed in the cool night breeze as the car slowed and the
tires crunched over the gravel driveway that led us back to camp. We
pulled in and watched the last colors recede over the lake, setting it
ablaze with a fading glow.
We walked. It felt like a perfect night to continue to our
adventure. No shoes. No flashlights. We wanted to connect to nature
deeply and breathe in all the promise of the night. So, we embarked
back down the long, dark gravel driveway back up to the road. And we
walked along the road until we reached a small path tl(at cut back into
a grassy prairie. Following it, the dark woods steadily grew closer to us.
A familiar feeling of wariness trickled into my mind, but joy overcame
my fear. We let the trees close in around us and followed the path as it
wove deeper into the heart of the woods. Through a tunnel of bowed
trees and around one last bend, there it was: a grassy area with a
few scattered pine trees on the shore of a large slough where a worn,
hand-carved sign reads, The Magic Place. A strong wind whipped over
the waters that splashed the shore and swept the clouds across the
sky, revealing a brilliant, pearly moon. It lit up the night, and the water
sparkled and danced before us. Suddenly, I was aware of my heart and
the warmth swelling in my chest. I couldn't just stand there. I turned
to a large pine tree, sized up its branches, and climbed it with ease.
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Joy pushed -me higher ilrid higher as if I thoughffhat
I could- climb all
the way to the moon. Once the branches thinned out and stopped
me from going any farther, I perched myself on a branch and tilted
my head up to the sky. The breeze gently swayed the tree back and
forth, and my heart could hardly take in the beauty all around me. I
offered whispered prayers of thanks to the perfect Artist who created
everything around me that overwhelmed my senses.
We returned. Eventually, I was called back down. We headed
back up the trail, and my brother persuaded me to run ahead with
him. The clouds had since re-hidden the moon, but I took his hand and
began to run into the darkening abyss before us. As we ran, I felt joy
flood my heart and overtake my fear, just like it had when we walked
into the forest the first time. Before long, we were back in the prairie
with the moonlight spilling down on us. I threw my hands in the air.
Remembering that night in the chapel, I begin to sing "Marvelous
Light" and spin in circles as I ran. Back on the road, my joy turned into
lopsided cartwheels, and one after the other I cartwheeled down the
center line, laughing.
Something between the road and the lake caught my eye, and
I burst into a run to go investigate it. In a low, marshy area to my left,
the ground and sky had switched places. Thousands of fireflies blinked
on and off, creating a starry sky close enough for me to reach out and
touch, reminding me of the lake and how it felt to jump into liquid sky.
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By Gerrit Wilford, Theatre
Whether we like it or not, we label people every day. If you saw
me longboarding across campus, strutting down, the streets of my
hometown, or playing a game of baseball with my friends, you'd
probably look at me and guess that I was some sort of athlete or jock.
But, you'd be shocked to discover that not only am I not an athlete (at
least in an organized collegiate sport), but I am a theatre major. This is
actually quite a common occurrence whenever I meet someone new.
What can I say? I am a theatre geek. I love performing and I love to
watch others perform. And sometimes, some of the best performances
come from places that we would never expect.
I go out into the sheer cold of a December afternoon. With
coffee in hand, I scuttle down the sidewalk past the sculptures of
downtown Sioux Falls, and I look up at the closest thing South Dakota
will ever have to skyscrapers. The wind cuts through me as easily as an
icy sword and I begin to feel that I may only last a few more minutes
before I turn into Frosty the Snowman ("Happy Birthday!"). As I finally
get a visual of my car, I grow more anxious for the warmth of my newly
installed

heater.
"Stop!" I turn to see who has given this command. Behind me,
tucked into the alcove of a store entrance, I see a heavyset, AfricanAmerican, homeless man. He appears to be in his mid-fifties. My first
thought is that he is addressing me. Though as I watch him, I begin to
realize that he is in fact talking to no one. For a moment I assume he's
just another crazy homeless man. He certainly wouldn't be the first
I'd bumped into. My mind shoots back to the more me~orable ones
I'd met over the years, like the woman who asked me if I would prefer
a five dollar whore or a fifty dollar whore. I would later find out she'd
escaped from the mental hospital.
I walk to my car and get in. As I sip my coffee, I let the heat
seep over me like maple syrup on a stack of flapjacks. I look at the
man down the street, sitting in his alcove with nothing but a torn coat,
stocking hat, sweatpants and beat-up boots. He has no blanket or
gloves. The warmth of my car no longer feels inviting. Instead it pushes
me to go back to this man.
As corny as it sounds I think back to those little W.W.J.D.
bracelets that I wore all the time as a small boy. With a small groan,
I pop open my door, get out ofthe car, open my trunk and remove
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a blanket. I then commence the walk back towards this mysterious
man. As I approach, I still hear him talking. But when I reach him he
suddenly stops. He looks at me and asks, "You forget something? I just
saw you pass and get in your car. You forget something?" I simply reply
that I couldn't help but wonder who he was talking to. He just chuckles.
He then motioned for me to sit. I did, and he began to talk
again. His eyes unfocused as he stared into the void of the dreary,
white, winter horizon. I again wondered to whom he was talking. Once
I paid attention to the words, I realized it. It was poetry. The lyrical
verses just seemed to pour out of him as rich, smooth, and endless
as the widow's oil. He was not simply speaking to any person, he was
speaking to anything that would listen: be it a man, the thundering
falls about a mile away, the "Statue of David" near the 10th St. bridge,
or God Himself.
After about five minutes, he brought his melodic words to a
satisfying conclusion. I just sat there flabbergasted, not knowing what
to say. Finally, I simply asked him if he'd written that. He had. And I was
amazed. Never would I have expected such beautiful words to come
from such an unlikely source. I quickly asked him if he could recite
another. Of course he could! Once more, into the timeless abyss of his
mind, his eyes gazed and off he went. For some reason this surprised
me that he had another one prepared and ready to go. I should have
known better.
Again, the sweet honey of the verse oozed from his lips. This
time it was about a river and how mighty it roared. It went on to talk
about how the river echoed the strength inside him driving him to
carryon. No matter who or what dammed it up, it pounded at the
obstacle until the blockade crumbled, or it relentlessly searched until
it found another way to move on. The poem was moving-I was almost
in tears by the time he'd finished.
I don't cry easily. So the fact that I began to tear up tells you
just how powerful this man's words were. As he spoke, the sorrow of
his defeats and the triumphant elation of his victories filled my soul.
His sincerity and passion were so contagious that I could not help but
be rocked to the very foundation of my being.
After rifling through one of the little bags he had sitting with
him, he offered me a potato chip. I felt a tinge of guilt at this gesture.
I thought, Shouldn't I be the one offering him food? I accepted the
gift, though, and thanked him. As I munched on the salty crisp, he
introduced himself. His name was Henry. I again felt the pang of guilt
in the pit of my gut that I hadn't had the decency to introduce myself.
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I offered him a drink of my coffee and introduced
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myself in turn. He

took my cup and gulped gratefully.
Following his warm drink, he turned to me and asked, "So
Gerrit, what is it that you do?" Naturally I launched into this long,
well-rehearsed story about my family's garbage hauling business in
Brandon, South Dakota, and how I worked for them when-.
He cut me off mid-sentence and said, "No. What do you DO?
Who are you?" It was then that I realized his true question.
"I'm an actor," I respond, somewhat ashamed.
You see, as an actor, you get used to everyone questioning
your career choice and everyone doubting you. So for me to tell this
complete stranger that I was going into a profession where it was
possible that I could end up in a situation not too much different from
his own was a bit scary.
Unsurprisingly, he began to laugh in his deep and hearty way,
not unlike what you might imagine the laugh of Santa Claus to sound
like. But what he said next was what surprised me more than anything.
He splurted out between mouthfuls of potato chips, "Actor! You say
that as if you're ashamed of it." He went on to tell me how proud he
was to hear that I was going into such a field and wasn't being driven
away by the low paycheck. He told me to "never be ashamed of being
an artist." And while it may not lead to a life of luxury, he assured me
that, "luxury is not an ingredient in the recipe for true happiness. True
happiness comes from passion."
He told me of how he lost his job at the meat packing plant
the previous year. He said that he was sad, but that he never lost the
joy that his poems brought him. "God gave me a gift," he said. "And
this gift gives me my joy. Who cares if the critics think it's good? If it's
good to you and it's good to God, well then that's gooc!l'enough." He
reassures me that I am capable of being a great actor. Looking back, I
now realize that Henry had never even seen me act. But I don't care, he
believed in me and that's what matters.
I happened to look at my watch and realized just how late it
was. I had spent nearly two hours talking to Henry. Realizing that, I told
Henry that I had to go. With a huge, appreciative smile he said goodbye
and wished me luck. I gave him the blanket I'd gotten from the trunk
and told him I hoped to see him later.
As I walked away, I could almost feel the fleece as it touched
his shoulders. And my heart swelled with that fleecy warmth and
with jubilation at what had just occurred. I had made a wonderful
new friend that I would have otherwise walked on by without even a
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gave to me far outweighed any physical thing.
He gave me hope.
He, a total stranger, bared his soul to me. He chose to believe
in some 20-year-old kid he happened to meet on the street. He saw
value in my dreams where so many saw only wasted ambition. He
reassured me.
I would return to that same alcove a few weeks later. My heart
sank when he was not there. I checked every alcove of every store I
passed. He was nowhere to be found.
To this day I still search for him. As I pass, I ask other people
on the street if they know him or have seen him. I seem to be the only
one who has had the pleasure. Often times in my searching I will sit
and talk with the other homeless people I come across. I no longer fear
interacting with them. And while I have yet to connect with any of them
the way I did with Henry, I do enjoy these talks. And now when anyone
asks what I do-no matter who-I always answer with pride, "I'm an
actor." I, like the roaring river, persistently pursue my dream. All the
while, I continue to seek out my friend.
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Amy takes long, clumsy strides to her apartment door-her arms hang
loosely by her side and flop as if her bones had been taken away. After
making an abrupt stop at her apartment door, she loosely wraps her
lanky fingers around her apartment key and then quickly jams the
key into the keyhole. When the door is open, light streams from the
hallway to act as a spotlight on a clunky, furry, orange figure-her
catwho gives a low moan of excitement when he sees her. "Punks!" she
yelps, immediately dropping her purse, "How was your day today?"
The cat gives a louder, whinier moan this time. "Was it that
bad?" she asks as her face contorts with concern. He lets out another
moan as she picks up his long and beefy body to cradle in her arms.
Giving him long, hard pats on the head she says, "What did you have to
eat today? Are you hungry? Let me ..."
"Oh my god, you freak:' one of her roommates interrupts

under

stifled laughter. "You're doing it again."
"Buh!" she gripes. "Dang it. 1always think, you know, maybe
he can hear me. Then 1think, yeah probly not. That's probly not really

true."

My sister adopted Punkin for her nineteenth

birthday from

a local shelter. It was love at first sight, really. She brings up that
dumb cat every single time we talk. I say dumb with endearment-an
endearment deriving for my sister's love for dumb things.
"He just looked so lazy and cute:' she tells me. "And slow. You
know? He might be kinda mental. He's dumb. I love that."
"He was made for you:' 1say.

~

"I know, right!"
Her voice heightens, and I can tell that Punkin has entered the
room. "Punkers!" His meow sounds more like a child gurgling spit than
any sound a cat could or should make. "What the frick, Punkin? You're
so weird. Ya dumb."

I have always been viewed as the smarter sister. My grades have
always been better than Amy's. While she played outside with her
friends, I stayed inside and read. When 1was doing homework, she was
making our parents laugh. But knowledge was an obsession for me.
Not necessarily for a love of attaining knowledge, but out of a fear of
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appearing stupid.
Contrary to popular belief, I never have been smart. I learned
things incredibly slowly, but I never wanted to let people know that I
struggled. I kept waiting for the day when everyone would realize that
Amy was absolutely brilliant, and I was a dumb fool who needed to
do an unreal amount of work just to keep up with the other kids. And
to be seen as smart-that
would require even more work. So, out of
fear of appearing stupid, I kept my mouth shut in class. Unless I had
something profound to say, I kept my ocean of thoughts spinning as
a whirlpool in my head. All they needed to see was that I made the
honor role. That's it. The teachers told me that the most important
thing is a good education, and I couldn't be the vision of a bad one.
Being dumb was ultimately the worst insult I could think of.
But though my sister was at a greater risk of being called
dumb, she had something that I could never figure out. Happiness.

My parents got a divorce when I was four and Amy was two, which
meant that we would spend every Wednesday from 4:00, shortly after
school ended, to 7:30, and every Saturday from 9:30 in the morning
to 7:30 at night at Dad's apartment. Dad was schizophrenic, so he was
forced to retire at an early age and live off disability. Because of his
limited funds, he lived in a low-income apartment in the part of town
we jokingly nicknamed the "slums of Northwood." There are no such
things as slums in Northwood-the
population is only about 2,000
people.
Nevertheless, we ended up spending a ton of time around
some rather shady characters. Most of Dad's neighbors liked Budweiser
too much, while apparently liking showers too little. The neighbors
made finding friends to play with difficult. There was a point when
I was in the second grade that I was great friends with a girl named
Britney, but her mother didn't like kids much. I could tell by the
number of times I watched Britney and her three younger siblings see
the wrath of her mother's bare hand. I assumed most other parents
didn't like kids much either.
When the apartment building my dad lived in was purchased
by a new landlord, Amy and I became fast friends with the landlord's
sons: Logan and Cole. Amy, being fantastic in the ways of imagination
and rhetoric, took us on unforgettable adventures. Never short of
ridiculous, she would lead us everywhere and convince us to do
anything for the will of her own pleasure. We never really knew what
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to expect. She convinced us of playing house in dumpsters, stealing
the neighbor's vegetables from his garden and then climbing the
evergreen trees in his backyard to eat them. Sometimes she led us to
the park clear across town, where we would play in the river-always
crawling in culverts underneath the highway so we didn't technically
break the rules of crossing the street. Amy could convince us to do
absolutely anything.
One of my sister's favorite games to play with us was called
Commercial where we would try to convince each other that our foolish
ideas were actually the works of genius masterminds. Logan, Cole, and
I could never convince each other of anything, but Amy's eloquence
always left us captivated and completely convinced of any pitch she
threw at us. She had us convinced of one particular product for years:
the toothpaste and cotton ball idea.
Standing on top of an unsteady plastic chair and waving her
arms she said, "Alright, foofas." She has always made up her own sort
of vocabulary. "Do you ever find yourself being womany and stupid,
spilling things on the floor like a bimbo?" She jumps off the chair and
intentionally kicks a full glass of orange juice on the floor, spilling it on
the carpet, "Oh, snickets!"
We all gasp and then giggle.
"No worries! All you need is the cotton ball and toothpaste
idea!" taking out a tube of toothpaste and a cotton ball she squirted a
giant glob oftoothpaste
on the stain and proceeded to explain, "Who
needs a towel when you have toothpaste and cotton balls? As you can
see clearly, the toothpaste is sucking the juice right out of the carpet!
No need to find a towel! Just dab the toothpaste up with your little
floofy cotton ball. The stain will come right out!"
We were all amazed, but there was more. Ther(! was always
more.
"The cotton ball and toothpaste idea isn't just for stains either.
Did you break your favorite dolly?" She picks up a decapitated Barbie
doll. "Never fear! The toothpaste and cotton ball idea can fix that
too!" She put a dab of toothpaste at its neck and pushed the head on
so hard her hands trembled as she pushed down. Amy held up the
neckless Barbie as toothpaste oozed onto its chest. "See?" she said,
amused with herself, "fixed."
From that point on we thought we could fix anything with
toothpaste and cotton balls.
"Amy, I can't believe that you scratched up my disc to our Sims
game!" I whined. "We can't even play it anymore!"

1
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"What are you thinking, Tuah? Just put some toothpaste
will fill in the cracks!"

on it! It

"Amy, I can't believe you broke my chair," Logan would say
while holding one of the wooden legs.
"I can fix that! Get me some toothpaste
will work like glue."

from the bathroom.

It

I don't know how we believed her for so long. I also wonder
how many things our parents found that were covered in toothpaste.
I thank God for Amy's cotton ball idea. While it didn't actually
fix chairs or get stains out of the carpet, dumb ideas like that kept us
distracted from the foolish adults around us. Because she didn't fear
consequences of doing something stupid, we all were able to feed off
of her unwavering joy.

Amy's persuasiveness has transfigured into charm in her life as a
young adult. She has been on more dates than 1probably ever will in a
lifetime. All she has to do, really, is have someone look into her eyesher irises the color of faded limes outlined with an icy ring of blueshoot them a quick smile, and they are completely entranced. Any
person with half a brain would date her, and she will never turn down a
date when asked-no matter how strange or creepy the guy seems.
"It's not like I am going to marry them. It's just a little flubby
date," she'll say.
Amy's philosophy is that if the date turns out badly, she will
have a story to tell. Conveniently, she's an excellent storyteller. If the
date is bad, which it usually is, she'll tell everyone she encounters. Her
bad time becomes entertainment for others. But sometimes her bad
time is harder to joke about.
When Amy was in the eighth grade she fell for this guy named
Marcus. He was a year older than her, and almost as charismatic as she
was. I would see him come by the house almost every night to go on a
walk. Sometimes she would invite me with. Usually she wouldn't.
After a summer filled with Marcus and Amy's late-night walks,
I found out that he was dating at least one other girl, probably more.
Amy knew about it too, and she didn't deny it when I asked her:
"Yeah. I mean, he's going to break up with her."
"Amy! What? Don't be dumb."
"He cares about me, Sarah."
He didn't care about her, though. At least, not in the way he
said he did. Soon after, he told her that he was moving to Montana
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with his mom and promised that he would be back for her when the
summer was through. I watched him kiss her goodbye as she wept,
body convulsing and shuddering with each dramatic sob. Marcus left
and never returned. He never called. He never sent her a message or
email or letter. Marcus did, however, reply to one of several infuriated
messages of my own. It read:
hey. tell omy i cant come bock. im stayin in montona. i know it
sucks but i cant came bock. i wish i could change things but I rly cant.

thnx sarah. ifee/50 bad.
When I showed Amy the message, she was silent. She tried to
maintain her happy facade, She tried to be naive.
She spent the remainder of the night locked in her room. I
heard nothing but sobs and Simple Plan blaring through the speakers
as I sat in my room and cried with her. A week later I saw thirty-five
razor cuts on her upper thighs-all
made, I'm sure, that night.
When Amy was a Freshman in college, our grandpa was diagnosed with
a fast attacking cancer. About a week before classes let out, we were
both called to the hospital to say our last good byes. Amy was already
there when I arrived. We took turns holding our grandpa's hand and
saying nice words to him, and when he got tired, we took turns holding
each other's hands and saying dumb, meaningless words to each other.
"Foofa, can I just quick punch you in the face?" she joked,
clenching her fist lightly.
"Sure. Of course. And while you're at it, can you also pull out
my teeth? I am sick of having them in my mouth."
Our grandpa laughed. My grandma gestured him to go to sleep,
but he couldn't stop laughing. I made a weird face at 'ler and she
responded with a burst of laughter and a hard pinch of my cheek.
"You will always like picking on her, don't you Ame?" our
grandpa barely choked out.
"Yup," she said, proceeding to push my chin to my chest so
multiple skin folds would form. She poked them to make fun. "Oh!
Look at all your little chinnies." I laughed, and made a low gurgling
sound that made her laugh so hard that she needed to grip her sides
to remind herself to breath. Meanwhile our grandpa was laughing just
as hard as we were, "Of all the things on this earth, I am going to miss
these girls the most."
"Well that's nice, Papa," my grandma muttered. We laughed.
Just then the nurse walked in and gave us all a great big grin,
"Wow, Norm. Your breathing has made a 180. These girls must be some
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good medicine for you."
"They sure are."
There is a time for everything. Amongst times to be smart, there are
times to be dumb-to give in to the fact that life's hardships are so
difficult, that sometimes all a person can do is find the comedy in the
ridiculousness of it all. Being dumb is a recognition that adversities
will come, and sometimes all we can do is steep them in humor. Being
dumb is realizing that happiness is tangible when you don't always
take life so seriously. Sometimes our dumbness gets us in trouble, but
if my sister has taught me anything, it's that we should not be afraid
to be dumb. We should not be afraid to make fools of ourselves. Being
dumb, paradoxically, can be a form of wisdom. And honestly, can we
deny that we are anything but?
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When I was a child of about six, I had a recurring daydream. The
daydream wasn't of draped royalty or ships looming out of the
fog-that was the way I played with other children. No-it drifted in
when I was alone, settling in the gaps of my short experience. It was
something natural. Something dangerous. Like the young girl I was, my
daydream asked too many questions, too quickly, too loudly.
The most vivid recollection I have of the daydream is from the
summertime. Summertime is nearly a dream in itself: the world is filled
with greens-sparkling
in moss, rustling between leaves, whispering
through stalks. At home, green seeps up between my toes when I
step on the sickly caving flesh of a fallen walnut. Our yard, though
not wide, is deep, and it has always been riddled with the hulls and
shells of walnuts-sometimes
the rare peach pit, leftover from a tree
the raccoons enjoyed and eventually destroyed. In this memory, I walk
from tuft to tuft of the longer grass, occasionally feeling the sharp
stab of old walnuts hidden beneath my exposed foot. I tread slowly,
flinching before I need to, toes feeling ahead, scouting for scrapes
against the tender arch. The white sun throws the walnut, elm, and
hackberry leaves above me into flickering silhouettes of darkest green,
and the glimmering grass plays in the shadows of my feet.
Then-in the next moment, I stand within the daydream, and
a current ofthoughts courses through my mind. I think of someone
walking barefoot, trying to avoid walnuts in the grassfls she slowly
moves towards the fore edge of the trees, just inside the line of
shadows from the canopy. The thing that bothers me the most is that I
cannot see the back of her head. These thoughts crush down on mepush me outside myself, as if I peer into the dark hollows of my skull,
gazing into the emptiness behind my own eyes-peeringly
obscure and
blindingly bright at the same time, standing in the shadow of the sky.
Nearly immediately, I am returned, staggering to avoid another
shell. The only question the daydream left tingling on my tongue was
"Why am I me?"-a question that threw my mother into a frenzy of
finding books on philosophy for six-year-olds. But the phrase never
quite captured what I saw, and I was never satisfied with my own
question.
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These days, the sight of my eyes in a mirror the shadowy
pupils tunneling into a veiled realm-occasionally
reminds me of my
daydream, though the time of its abrupt appearances has long passed.
Indeed, except in extreme moments of introspection or dramatic
performance, I can no longer scent it. My questions these days are too
cunningly crafted-and I keep my thoughts on too short of leashes.
In fact, it is too bad that I wrote all this down-especially
about the
greens. Green deserves more. But I feel I have nothing left to say
about green, now, when the whole point of the daydream seems to
have been that there is too much of anything to be able to expressgreen included. My young frustration at the daydream was a matter
of communication-a
realization of the difficulty to translate thoughts
into words, the same way I found trouble at that early age with writing,
painting letters backwards onto my cardboard stop sign. Even as my
toes brush against it, my place in the world is perpetually beyond my
sense. I think "the emptiness behind the eyes" was a description I
came up with in high school; "the shadow of the sky" is something I
thought of last week or the week before. But with all due respect to my
more articulate selves, I expect I was still much wiser at six.
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